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This project consists of:

a) an overview of four

exemplary volunteer tutorial programs, b) a review of
the literature regarding recruitment, training, and
retention of volunteer tutors, c) a review of a
questionnaire surveying reading teachers and volunteer
coordinators about their recruitment, training, and
retention methods, and d) a guide for the recruitment,
training, and retention/recognition of volunteer tutors
in elementary reading programs.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

In an 18-month study mandated by Congress and
supported by the United States Department of Education,
a committee recently studied the issues concerning the
use of volunteers in the public schools.

The members of

this committee listened to school personnel, the
volunteer coordinators, volunteers, students, as well
as federal and state level policy makers.

After a

thorough examination of school volunteer programs, the
committee concluded that volunteers make a significant
contribution to education, and that schools have need of
and could not otherwise afford many of the services
volunteers can provide (Vernard, 1990).
Volunteers appear to be especially effective as
tutors.

Tutorial volunteers provide small groups or

individual children with reinforcement in specific skill
areas.

They meet with pupils on a regularly scheduled

basis, usually outside the classroom.

Since specific

academic skills are emphasized and contact with the
1
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classroom teacher is minimized, tutorial volunteers
require training in methodology and student record
keeping.

Purpose of the Project

The literature review, the results of the
questionnaire, a compilation of teacher ideas will be
used to develop a volunteer coordinator's guide dealing
with recruitment, training, and retention of volunteer
tutors for an elementary reading program.

Limitations

The questionnaire results are limited in that they
sample a small number of respondents and the respondents
are all from one state.

The questionnaire is also

limited because it asks just one question concerning
each area of study:

recruitment, training, and

retention.

Definition of Terms
Tutorial program--a service to young people,

generally on a one-to-one basis, concentrating on a
specific subject matter (Taranto & Johnson, 1984).
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School volunteer--any unpaid person who offers
services to children in or out of school in a school
related program (Townsend, 1975).
Cross-age student tutor--any student who is at

least a year older than his tutee who provides service
to another student in a specific subject matter,
generally on a one-to-one basis (Manweiler, 1976).
Recruitment of tutors--procedures for enlisting

community people to give their time to help in a
tutorial program (Fimian, et al. 1984).
Training of tutors--procedures to teach volunteer

and cross-age tutors to effectively assist students with
specific skill needs, as well as to help in the
promotion of a positive self-image (Fimian, et al. 1984).
Retention of tutors--procedures to meet the needs

of the volunteers so that they will continue to tutor
throughout the year and in subsequent years (Taranto,
1984).

Organization of the Project

Chapter I will explain the organization and scope
of the project and the purpose and limitations of the
project.

It will also present a list of definition of

terms as they pertain to the project.
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Chapter II will be composed of an overview of four
sample volunteer tutorial programs, and review the
literature on important topics regarding volunteer
recruitment, training, and retention/recognition as they
apply to an elementary reading program.

An overview of

four sample programs will exemplify the effectiveness of
volunteer tutoring programs and help the reader
understand how the process of recruitment, training, and
retention of volunteers functions in the total
organization of a tutorial program.

The essential

information concerning the topics of volunteer tutor
recruitment, training, and retention will be summarized
by reviewing the literature concerning these three
topics.

The development of a questionnaire will be

explained and the results will be summarized concerning
recruitment, training, and retention/recognition.
Chapter III will explain the procedures used for
developing a guide explaining how to recruit, train, and
retain volunteer tutors for an elementary reading program.
Chapter IV will present a volunteer coordinator's
guide explaining how to recruit, train, and retain
volunteer tutors for an elementary reading program.
Chapter V will include a summary and conclusions of
the project.
further study.

It will also provide recommendations for
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The appendices will provide a collection of sample
ideas for recruitment, training, and retention.
includes a cover letter and questionnaire.

It also

CHAPTER I I

Review of the Literature

Four Sample Programs
By presenting an overview of four sample volunteer
tutorial programs, an understanding should evolve
regarding how recruitment, training, and retention of
volunteers function in the total organization of the
school program.

The overview will illustrate the

effectiveness of volunteer tutoring programs as well as
give the reader an appreciation for the importance of
the areas of recruitment, training, and retention in the
effective operation of a volunteer tutoring program.
All four sample programs began as projects and
have been successfully implemented in schools as regular
volunteer tutorial programs.

The first tutorial program

to be described is Project Upswing.

The pilot Upswing

ran between 1971 through 1973 and was federally
supported (Williams, 1974).
Project Upswing was launched in Denver, San
Francisco, St. Louis and Oxford, Mississippi.

Its

purpose was to help first grade children with minimal
6
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learning difficulties to function better and more
independently in school than they had been doing.

There

was a focus on building self-esteem within the student.
Project Upswing was conducted by a volunteer staff from
a local university school of education and the public
school system. One-half of the children were tutored and
one-half were treated as a comparison group.

Tutors

planned their own activities, without a prescribed
program.

Evaluation found that Project Upswing was

effective and did help children to improve.

One of the

most significant results of the first year's pretest and
posttest data was that tutees of volunteers who had
received only a minimum three-hour orientation measured
approximately the same on reading tests as the tutees
who had been tutored by volunteers who had participated
in 40 hours of training (Williams, 1974).

However, the

attrition among the untrained group of volunteers was
22% higher than the trained group.

The evaluators

thought this high rate was due to the untrained group of
volunteers feeling less strongly committed to the
project than the trained volunteers.

Also, many dropped

out before the tutoring began, during a waiting period
which occurred while the trained group of volunteers
received training.
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Although the amount of training did not have a
significant effect upon the reading test results, the
volunteers indicated a strong need for some form of
guidance and support during the tutoring period.
Because of this, it was recommended that a full-time
volunteer coordinator be hired for each school.
The tutors used either the Distar or the Peabody
Kits as well as a variety of materials that are
unstructured in approach such as games, library books,
self-made materials and art supplies (Williams, 1974).
The classroom teachers also received training
concerning the philosophy and organization of Project
Upswing and their roles as communicators and encouragers
for the tutors who would be working with the students.
The teachers and tutors met regularly to discuss the
students' needs and progress.

The teachers identified

those children needing extra help.

Williams (1974)

stated that "the teamwork between the teacher and the
tutor was the key to successfully meeting the specific
needs of the child" (p. 15).

This pilot project was a

catalyst for initiating numerous similar volunteer
programs.
Project Utilize is the second program to be described.
The general objective of this project was to help
educators learn effective utilization of volunteer support.
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A communication council was formed to provide a liaison
between the project and the community and a committee of
the whole, made up of teachers, principals and
volunteers, provided interaction at school parent
meetings.

Considerable improvement in the mastery of

certain language arts and math skills was demonstrated
by 79.3% of the pupils.

A total of 281 pupils from

seven public and three nonpublic schools were tutored
(Logan, 1975).
The volunteers, principals, and teachers were
involved in viewing the training of volunteers on
videotape.

There were two valuable outcomes of the

project's operation.

One outcome was recognition of the

importance of the volunteer as a human resource in
providing support for teacher efforts to improve reading
and math skill levels of pupils.

The second outcome

recognized the importance of the use of criterion tests
as a diagnostic and assessment measure (Logan, 1975).
Criterion-referenced tests were developed by the
project school's Division of English, Language Arts and
Math.

Pre and posttests, plus worksheets , suggested

drills and activities were included to facilitate
relativity of instruction to the curriculum of the
Cleveland public schools.

Other materials used were

printed guides, locally developed, and volunteer kits
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designed and constructed by the Division of Volunteers
(Logan, 1975).

This program, like Project Upswing,

relied on consistent communication between the teachers
and the volunteers.
Although 1974-75 was the last year of funding, all
people involved felt that efforts must continue to
provide effective use of volunteer skills to pupils who
need tutoring in reading and math skills (Logan, 1975).
Help One Student to Succeed (HOSTS) is the third
tutorial program to be described.

This program has been

honored by the United States Department of Education
with the Lighthouse Program Award, and is approved for
national dissemination by the United States Department
of Education (Fenwick, 1985).
It began in 1970 as a master's project by William
Gibbons, Vancouver School District, through Central
Washington University (Nelson, 1987).

Initial funding

·sources included Title I and Title III of the Elementary
and Secondary Act.

By 1975, the HOSTS program had

replaced all remedial reading programs conducted under
Title I ESEA in the Vancouver School District.

In 1986,

the HOSTS Corporation ventured into private competition
and now serves over 400 schools in 20 states (Nelson,
1987).
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HOSTS supplies supplemental reading instruction to
Chapter I/RAP students.

Principals, teachers, and

assistants are trained in an intensive 30-hour training
program.

The volunteers are trained by the reading

teacher/specialist to use the program and proper
tutoring techniques.
This program combines an intensely skill-specific
instructional model using Fountain Valley materials.
These instructional and assessment materials are based
on mastery learning techniques.

The teacher accesses

these materials using instructional management software.
Once students are selected for the HOSTS Reading
Program, they are further tested with an individual
reading inventory.

This inventory levels the students

into the HOSTS learning matrix.

From the matrix and

computer data base of HOSTS reading materials, daily
individual lesson plans are developed.

The Fountain

Valley Reading Skills Exercises (1980) is also used to
assess where the students need further instruction
within the program's areas of study:

phonetic analysis,

structural analysis, reading comprehension, vocabulary,
and study skills.

An individual folder is made up each

day with work to remediate each student's particular
deficiencies.

The program outlines a time frame in which

vocabulary, reading skills, and oral reading are used
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for student remediation.

The prescribed materials are

taught to the students by the trained tutors on a oneto-one basis. Tutors are instructed in a system of
record keeping that helps the teacher keep track of
student performance, attitude, and other personal
comments (Nelson, 1987).

Each student receives tutoring

in a 30-minute period, at least four times a week.

The

teacher and his/her assistant provide ongoing
supervision.

The teacher continuously assesses

student progress and communicates this to students,
classroom teachers, principals, parents and volunteers.
Research by Bloom (as cited in Jenkins & Jenkins,
1985) now duplicated by many other scholars, indicates
that the average student under adult tutoring, using a
mastery learning instructional model, achieves at or
about two standard deviations above the average student
in a control class.

The HOSTS program uses both adult

tutoring and a mastery learning model and can be very
effective in improving students' skills.
A fourth program, Senior STEP Forward, was started
in Connecticut (Manweiler, 1976).

Its techniques for

working with students was quite different from the
programs described earlier.

Rather than concentrating

directly on reading, writing, and arithmetic, tutors
helped middle school problem learners make
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"learning games" for elementary school pupils.

The STEP

program required a basic training program for the senior
citizen tutors.

Part of their training consisted of

observing traditional classrooms from kindergarten to
high school.

The tutee selection was by a team

consisting of the tutee's teacher, school principal, a
learning disabilities teacher, a psychologist, and a
nurse.

The tutee's academic strengths and weaknesses

were diagnosed as were psychological and emotional
problems.

Also, factors in selection were the student's

IQ, physical ailments, environmental factors
(economically disadvantaged, for example), educational
shortcomings (achieving at two years below IQ
potential), and emotional disturbances.

A program was

then specifically tailored for the child.

Test scores

in this program showed that children made significant
academic progress.

Manweiler (1976) stated that their

average gain in reading was fourteen months over a
seven-month period--twice that expected; the results in
spelling and math were equally impressive.
After reviewing these four volunteer tutorial
programs, it is clear that recruitment, training, and
retention plays a significant role in the effective
management of volunteer tutorial programs.

It is

important to review the literature concerning these
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three crucial areas of management in the volunteer
tutorial program.

Recruitment
The recruitment of volunteers furnishes the
lifeblood of any volunteer program.

Without an

effective, ongoing recruitment program all other
efforts are useless.

It stands to reason that there

cannot be a volunteer program without a vital supply of
volunteer recruits who are willing to give their time to
individual students.

Therefore, the importance of the

recruitment phase of any volunteer program cannot be
overemphasized.

A successful recruitment program is

absolutely essential (Williams, 1974).
This section will attempt to answer the following
questions concerning recruitment:
1.

Who should be responsible for recruitment?

2.

Who can be recruited as tutorial volunteers?

3.

What is the best approach for recruitment?

Who Should be Res_p onsible
for Recruitment?
The reading teacher or volunteer coordinator is the
person primarily responsible for recruitment.

But to be

most effective, tutor recruitment should be a shared
responsibility.

Larger districts may have a districtwide
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volunteer coordinator.

This person would be responsible

for working with individual school volunteer programs to
coordinate orientation, recognition, record keeping and
recruitment.

This position serves as a liaison between

the school district office, individual schools, and the
community.

Before recruitment begins, the coordinator

should have determined what needs the school volunteers
can help to resolve.

The school board, principal and

building staff should be committed to the volunteer
tutorial program.

Principals should set the tone for the

entire school volunteer program.

They need to build

enthusiasm and ensure that teachers want volunteers and
are willing to cooperate with them.

The volunteer program

effort will not be successful without the commitment of
the principal, teachers, and other school staff.

Even

though the reading teacher or coordinator may be ultimately responsible for the recruitment of volunteers, an
enthusiastic staff can bring in volunteers by simple
word of mouth.

Some schools may have a volunteer

committee composed of one or two staff members, volunteers, and parents and the volunteer coordinator to help
with recruitment.

The Washington State Office of Public

Instruction has a person responsible for volunteer
activities within the public schools who can provide
helpful information in the recruitment of volunteers.
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Who Can Be Recruited as
Tutorial Volunteers?
Housewives, senior citizens, neighborhood residents,
college students, and secondary and elementary students
who have the time and interest in learning and enjoy
working with children can be recruited.

The extra

effort required to recruit volunteers from minority
groups is more than justified because of the significant
contribution which they make as volunteers.

Their

involvement can be a stimulus for others in their
communities to become involved in volunteer activities.
Their presence provides a role model for all school
children participating in the program (Williams, 1974).
Often, the majority of adult volunteers are women.
is important to recruit men as well.

It

Today, many

children do not have a father in the home, and so a male
tutor may be just what some children need.

In the

author's experience as a supervisor of a volunteer
tutorial program, the men have been very special to
their students.
If a community is fortunate to have a college or
university, a school volunteer program can benefit a
great deal from college volunteers.

The Upswing Project

made extensive use of college students as volunteers.
Their project's evaluation indicated that the college
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students were as effective as volunteers as were typical
neighborhood residents.

"In fact, the tutee who made

the greatest gain on reading test scores was tutored by
a college student" (Williams, 1974, p. 61).

College

students have an opportunity to test possible vocational
choices and gain practical experiences in real educational
situations.

They provide a model with which young

children can really identify.

In the Upswing Project,

several of the college students gave extra hours and
money to provide their tutees with special field trips.
They were ingenious in their originality of thinking of
self-made tutorial materials and in using games to
invent methods of instruction.
One successful outcome inspired by Project
Upswing's pilot program was the addition of a threehour lab experience course in the school of education in
one of the participating universities.

The course

included one hour of training and two hours of tutoring
each week during the semester (Williams, 1974).

The

course met the needs of the institution to give students
one-to-one experience of teaching a child and it served
the needs of the program in recruiting volunteers.
Another advantage is that a college provides a constant
source of fresh volunteers.
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Since college students are a special group, there
are certain techniques which are especially useful in
reaching them.

If the course which gives credit for

volunteer tutoring is a new course, a letter describing
it can be circulated to various department heads.
Request individual instructors to announce the course
and to recommend it to their students.

Announcements

concerning the course can be posted on dormitory
bulletin boards.

Presentations can be given to social

clubs or service organizations.
Senior citizens are another special group that have
proven to be very effective tutors.

Retired teachers

can be especially helpful and usually require less
training.

Senior citizens have a wealth of experience

and wisdom to share with children.

A number of children

may not live near their grandparents, and this
relationship can be very special to both tutor and
student.

The participation of older citizens in a

volunteer association can be extremely meaningful to
them.

The volunteers' interests are enlarged and their

satisfaction in having contributed to a child's
education and happiness in school can be enriching.
Often, people over age 65 need extra encouragement to
volunteer.

It is helpful to invite them to visit and

observe the tutoring program.
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The South Carolina State Department of Education
publishes a guide, "Setting Up the School Volunteer
Program" (1985).

In it, several benefits for older

volunteers are listed:
. . opportunity to contribute to society, sense
of accomplishment, recognition for their
contribution, outlet for their creativity, sense of
responsibility, satisfaction of needs for their
personal growth, and interaction with others in a
stimulating environment.

(p. 12)

Frequently, common stereotypes related to aging
have affected the self-concept of older adults.

This

can lead to a reluctance to volunteer for work in school
programs.

The volunteer coordinator needs to be aware

that they may need to help the older adults recognize
their own skills, values and abilities to interact with
children productively.

They also need community

recognition for their efforts.
Recruit senior citizens for the volunteer program
at meetings of groups of retired citizens, such as the
Senior Citizen's Center.
insights into the program:

Present to them the positive
the worthy service they will

provide the community and the direct impact they will
have on education and students.

Invite them to an

orientation meeting to learn more about the program.
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Get names, addresses, and telephone numbers of recruits.
Send written invitations to senior citizen recruits
reminding them of the orientation meeting.

The

reminders should be brief, clear and printed in extralarge type.

Follow up these reminders with phone calls

to each recruit.

Often, public transportation will

donate door-to-door transportation for these senior
volunteers.

Or a local business, industry, or Retired

Senior Volunteer Program might provide the funds to
cover cost of transportation.

Help staff and students

to establish rapport with retired citizens through
reading and discussion.

Discussion should address the

advantages and liabilities of age and might center on
grandparents and other aged friends and relatives.

A

geriatrics specialist, doctor, social worker or
retirement center director may be asked to speak to
classrooms.
Another possible source of volunteer tutors may be
employees.

Some businesses and industries will give

their employees released time to volunteer.

The Sun

Company (formerly Sun-Oil) is a corporation, based in
Philadelphia, that provides release time for over 35 of
its home- and office-branch employees to tutor two hours
per week in schools in Philadelphia, Dallas, Texas, and
Delaware County, Pennsylvania (Jackson, Kenyon, &
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Scharff, 1977).

Now in its tenth year, this program

coordinates employees' strengths with students'
interests.

Employees are encouraged to take their

tutees to special events, to lunch, or to work--all
at Sun Company's expense.
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United
States, New York, transports 13 former employees to
Harlem to tutor twice a week under the guidance of the
New York City School Volunteer Program.

Also, 25-30

Equitable employees are released to tutor students who
come to the Equitable Building for their sessions.
Their seems to be a trend for more involvement and
cooperation between the business world and education.
An important source of volunteer tutors are crossage tutors.

They may be from high school, middle school

or elementary school.

Frequently, people will express

concern about the benefits of students tutoring other
students.

Cohen, Kulik, and Kulik (1982) report on a

meta-analysis of findings from 65 independent
evaluations of school tutoring programs.

Meta-analysis

is the statistical analysis of a large collection of
results from individual studies for the purpose of
integrating the findings.
following:

These references found the
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These programs have positive effects on the
academic performance and attitudes of those who
receive tutoring.

Tutored students outperformed

control students in exams and they also developed
positive attitudes toward the subject matter
covered in the tutorial program.

(p. 237)

Nelson (1987) determined that peer tutors were as
effective as adult tutors within the HOSTS reading
program.

She found no significant difference between

those students tutored with adult tutors as compared
with those students tutored with peer tutors.

There did

seem to be a trend toward adult tutors impacting second
and third grade students' academic gains as compared to
peer tutors impacting fourth and fifth grade students'
tests score gains.
Once a teacher or volunteer coordinator secures the
support of the principal and staff, he or she can obtain
names of potential student tutors from teachers.

These

potential tutors should be students who are interested
in helping another student and should be capable of
keeping up with their own work along with the added
responsibility of tutoring.

An orientation meeting is

held with these students and they are requested to
obtain parent permission for participating in the
program.

In the middle schools and high schools,
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counselors can also play an important part in the
recruitment process.

The volunteer coordinator can make

presentations in regular classrooms to explain the
program.

Announcements about the tutoring class can be

placed on school bulletin boards and in school papers.
Usually students receive an elective credit for the
tutoring class.
According to Thelen (1969) there are many benefits
of students tutoring other students that cannot be
measured.

Following is a list of some of the benefits

that are not measurable, yet are not unseen by
professionals in the field:
1.

The establishment of teaching and learning

as a common goal, shared by parents, teachers, and
pupils.
2.

Reduction of cross-cultural, cross-

generational, and authority barriers to communication.
3.

Changing the social "psycho-climate" of the

school from competitiveness to concern for each
other; reduction of anxiety which distorts
children's views of each other and themselves.
4.

Enhancing the ego strength and self-esteem

of the tutors.
5.

Helping the students find a meaningful use

of subject matter, thus assimilating it better and
even coming to want more of it.
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6.

Giving children an opportunity to take an

adult role, and to experience what it is like to be
part of the productive society.
7.

Training indigenous potential leaders for

their community.
8.

Increasing by a very large factor, the

amount of teaching going on in the school.
9.
10.

Individualizing instruction.
Giving the younger child a big brother or

sister who can guide him during the year.
11.

Picking up cues for teaching of tutees.

Often other children can reach certain "hard to
reach" children more readily than the teacher can,
and it would be useful to know why.

These hints

may be picked up in the training and supervising of
these tutors.
12.

Tutoring-advising on a standby basis.

13.

Learning how to learn.

The tutorial activity

can develop a student's insights into the teachinglearning process so that he can cooperate more
effectively with his own teachers (pp. 240-243).
During the course of the 1990 committee study on
school volunteers, Vernard (1990) reported that the
United States Congress became actively involved in
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introducing and debating legislation to set up some kind
of voluntary

national service for young people, in some

instances, providing for incentives such as stipends for
service.

A major component of the proposed legislation

would be volunteer service in community agencies and
organizations.

Such an approach could make large

numbers of additional volunteers available in schools.
Volunteer coordinators should be aware of this proposed
legislation because, if passed, it may provide a large
source of young volunteers.

The report made several

suggestions about volunteer youth service and also
raised some concerns.
What is the Best Approach
for Recruitment?

Jackson, Kenyon, & Scharff (1977) state that
programs that have been successful in attracting
volunteers seem to use a two-pronged approach,
emphasizing awareness followed by contact.

Signs in

businesses, radio and television spots, posters with
tear-off telephone numbers, or a booth at a community
festival are all examples of making the public aware of
a volunteer program.

The point of a publicity campaign

is to get people familiar with your program.
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Creating public awareness is necessary.

But alone,

it is not enough; there is no substitute for face-to-face
contact.

Parents are a good group to start with.

have a vested interest in the schools.

They

Parents are more

willing to volunteer if they have had previous, pleasant
contacts with the school.

Once a volunteer program gets

started, the volunteers themselves recruit other volunteers.

Satisfied volunteers are the best recruiters of

other volunteers.

Word of mouth really does work.

Developing a recruitment campaign should be carefully planned and follow a sequential process.

The

biggest part of the recruitment process should take
place approximately three weeks before the tutoring
begins.

But one also needs to realize that it is an

ongoing process throughout the school year.

It is

important for a recruiter to have a firm understanding
of the program--its goals, strengths, and weaknesses.
He or she should also be prepared to deal honestly with
the advantages and disadvantages of being associated
with it.

The logistics, such as the amount of time

involved and the availability of transportation, are
also important (Taranto & Johnson, 1984).
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Tutor Training
Tutor training, like the recruitment process, is an
ongoing process.

This section will deal with general

guidelines for the training of volunteer tutors for an
elementary reading program.

Each reading teacher/

coordinator will need to present their own philosophy
and the specific directions that will meet the needs of
their tutoring program.

Much effort must be given to

planning effective orientation and training in-service.
Ilsley and Niemi (1981) state:
Good communication is a primary ingredient in
orienlaLion.

An astute volunteer coordinator will

listen carefully to a volunteer's concerns and try
to assess how these could be satisfied within the
context of the program's goals, needs of other
volunteers, and available resources.

Where a

climate of trust prevails, relaxed and honest
communication is likely to flourish, causing
the learning needs of a volunteer to surface.

The

next step would be to base the training program on
these needs.

( p. 6 7)

Orientation usually includes a briefing on
practical matters, such as the physical facilities of
the school (where they will tutor, where they can park,
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where they may eat lunch) and school rules and expectations, including the need to maintain confidentiality
about student performance and records.

Commitment by

the volunteer is stressed; orientation sessions usually
emphasize the importance of punctuality, and volunteers
are asked to notify the school if they are unable to
keep scheduled assignments.

Most programs have also

developed written guidelines for volunteers (Jackson,
et al., 1977).

Orientation is usually the time when

volunteers are asked to commit to the activity for a
specific period of time on a regular basis.
The number of orientation sessions that should be
developed will vary from school to school.

Each

coordinator must decide how many sessions are needed.
Taranto and Johnson (1984) found that orientation
sessions at the local school level that are comprised of
two stages are usually the most effective.

There are

eight basic objectives of the first session.
1.

To acquaint the volunteers with the

principal, teacher, policies, rules, expectations,
and communication channels.
2. To discuss the importance of the volunteer
program and outline the importance of the volunteer.
3.

To discuss specific goals and objectives of

the program.
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4.

To acquaint the volunteers with the school

facilities.
5.

To discuss the importance of working together.

6.

To discuss professional ethics,

confidentiality and roles.
7.

To meet the teacher, assistant, fellow

tutors and plan their schedules.

(p. 37)

In addition to the above topics, Taranto and
Johnson (1984) suggested other topics to include in an
orientation session, "such as volunteer expectations,
sample of records and forms, legal implications and
responsibilities, characteristics of the group with whom
volunteers will be working, and basic skills required
for volunteer tutoring" (p. 37).

It is important that

time should be provided for volunteers and teachers to
discuss any point of interest that might arise; for
example, procedures for solving possible conflicts
should be thoroughly discussed and, hopefully,
understood by all.
When planning the orientation session, the
following factors as developed by the Florida Department
of Education, Division of Public Schools (as cited in
Taranto & Johnson, 1984) should be considered:
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1.

Format

2.

Size

3.

Atmosphere

4.

Information

5.

Availability

Format
The variation in format is as wide and diverse as
the coordinators who will conduct orientation.

For

this reason, no definite procedure can be given.
Formal and informal discussion groups, coffees,
tours of the school building, and working with
experienced volunteers are all formats to consider.
The session(s) may be designed to encompass any
combination or specific form.
Size
The groups may range from as few as five to as many
as fifty volunteers.

Perhaps the most common and

desirable size is approximately twenty members.
Atmosphere
An individual who feels comfortable within a group
is more likely to absorb information, relate
concerns, and express feelings.

Therefore, it is

essential to set the pace by providing a warm and
friendly atmosphere.

)
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Information
Facts and information provided during the orientation session should be general and of interest to
all.

Any specifics may be provided in hand-out

materials, in the volunteer handbook, or at the
training session.

Availability
Provide several sessions, if possible, during
day--morning, afternoon, and evening--to guarantee
involvement of all recruits.

Remember, individual

volunteers have obligations and commitments outside
the school.

Therefore, it is appropriate to limit

the session to two hours.

(pp. 37-38)

The content of the first orientation is very
crucial.

The volunteer coordinator should carefully

consider the experience of the group and plan to cover
as much information as possible during the first session
without overwhelming the volunteers.

During this first

session, basic information of the program should be
outlined.

Be imaginative in planning ways to involve

the volunteers in the session.
To ensure the success of the first orientation
session, it is best to communicate with the expected
participants about five days before the session.

A

telephone call and mailing out a one-page announcement
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and a brief, tentative agenda will serve as a reminder
for the expected participants.
The second orientation session should occur after
the volunteers have tutored for about four to six weeks.
Taranto & Johnson (1984) list the major purposes for
volunteers in this session:
1.

To provide the volunteer an opportunity to

discuss the work situation.
2.

For misunderstandings to be cleared.

3.

For additional tutoring techniques to be

discussed.
4.

To provide an opportunity for adjustments

to be made in Lhe schedule.
5.

To discuss possible in-service training

activities.

(p. 40)

This second orientation session provides continuity
for the program.
Some volunteer tutoring programs are supervised by
classroom teachers with the volunteer coordinator acting
as overseer of the total program.

Other volunteer

tutoring programs are supervised by a reading teacher or
volunteer coordinator.

In this type of program, the

volunteer tutor may have little or no contact with the
classroom teachers.

The teachers should also receive

orientation and training in those programs in which they
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work with and supervise volunteers.

There are several

purposes for orientation of teachers.
1.

Information concerning the training

volunteers are getting.
2.

An opportunity to discuss interesting points

about the volunteer program.
3.

Procedures that may be used when working

with volunteers.
4.

Information concerning in-service activities

that are planned for volunteers and teachers.
5.

A list of procedures that may be used when

solving conflicts.

(Taranto & Johnson, 1984, p. 40)

In the South Carolina State Department of Education
(1985) volunteer guide, several suggestions were mentioned
for a program in which the volunteer tutor is directly
responsible to the classroom teacher.

The teacher and

tutor should discuss the tutoring assignment, including:
1.

Determining students' needs.

2.

Identifying home situations or emotional

difficulties which the tutor should be aware of.
3.

Identifying resources and materials available

for use in tutoring sessions.

Resources may include

the principal, counselor, reading specialist,
librarian, and instructional materials center
director.
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4.

Setting regular meetings for planning and

reviewing student progress, including discussing
results of specific tutoring activities.

(p. 12)

The South Carolina State Department of Education
(1985) volunteer guide gave a lot of very good tips
for volunteer tutors.

Volunteer tutors should be given

tips for tutoring, such as:
1.

Setting specific, realistic goals to

determine exactly what is expected from the
tutoring within a specific time frame.
2.

Ensuring that each tutoring session begins

and ends with a successful experience for the child.
3.

Keeping tutoring sessions short, with 15

minutes a day for elementary and 30 minutes a day
for high school students.
4.

Limiting the material to be covered, so as

not to frustrate the child being tutored with too
much material.
5.

Using novelty in tutoring, avoiding ruts and

finding new ways to repeat material.
6.

Keeping a tutoring log of brief (or lengthy)

impressions of each tutoring session, which are
useful in meeting with the teacher to modify the
tutoring program.
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7.

Praising for efforts as well as accomplish-

ments to ensure a positive attitude even if there
is not immediate success.
8.

Encouraging motor responses with tutoring;

e.g., have child to write answers to flash card
drills on laminated cards.
9.

Keeping the child's mind on his task and not

allowing digressions from the tutoring.
10.

Tutoring at an appropriate level of

difficulty; this level of difficulty should be
discussed with the child's teacher.

(p. 11)

Johnson (1990), Volunteer Director for the
Washington Department of Public Instruction, suggests
making volunteers aware of their responsibilities.

The

responsibilities of volunteers are:
1.

Be prompt, dependable and regular in

attendance.
2.

Support and supplement the instructional

program of the classroom teacher.

The volunteer's

role is assistance, not replacement.
3.

Understand and accept the students in terms

of their own backgrounds and values.
4.

Communicate regularly with the teacher via

meetings, notes, log book, or telephone.
5.

Avoid asking a child to do anything that

might be dangerous.
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6.

Respect the confidentiality of the relation-

ship to the school, being careful to insure that a
child's work and behavior in school be held in
confidence.
7.

Child abuse reporting--volunteers are asked

to notify the teacher if a student confides in them
about an abusive situation.

Staff will do the

reporting and follow-up.
8.

Leave personal concerns and pressures at home--

leave personal or school problems of the staff at
school.
9. Know and observe all regulations in the
assigned school (i.e., fire drills, accident
reporting procedures, lunch and coffee privileges,
pupil restroom and drink privileges).
10.

Discuss problems that arise with the

teacher or school volunteer coordinator.
11.

Attend orientation and training sessions.

Workshops are held to provide growth for the volunteer.
12.

Remember, you are acting as a role model for

children in dress and behavior.

(p. 3)

It is crucial that tutors know how to praise
students effectively.

Reinforcement of students is such

an important aspect of any remedial reading program.
Many students receiving remedial reading have met with
repeated failure in reading and so it is essential that
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tutor training includes instruction on the topic of
reinforcement.

Tutors need to praise the efforts

students make as well as the progress.
Training cross-age tutors to praise and encourage
their students for their efforts is especially
important.

Researchers have observed that if left to

their own, older children occasionally show impatience
with, or boss and ridicule, younger students whom they
are "helping."

Tutors have to be trained in appropriate

interpersonal behaviors that result in comfortable,
satisfying experiences for both members of the tutoring
dyad.

Behaviors that tutors should be trained to

perform include giving clear directions, encouraging and
praising learners for their efforts, confirming correct
responses, correcting errors in a nonpunitive fashion,
and avoiding overprompting.

Interestingly, children who

tutor appear not to engage in these behaviors
spontaneously.

Fifth and sixth grade students who had

received no specific tutor training tended during
tutoring sessions to confirm correct responses less than
50% of the time, rarely gave corrective feedback, did
not praise their tutees, nor did they engage in
friendly, noninstructional conversation before or after
the tutoring sessions.

In contrast, tutors who had

received training in these behaviors exhibited high
rates of appropriate instructional and interpersonal
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behavior (Jenkins & Jenkins, 1985).
The U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C., Office of Citizen Participation (1970)
publishes a guide entitled "Volunteers in Education:
Materials for Volunteer Programs and the Volunteer."
This guide is reproduced to give the reader tutor tips
for the first session, tips for later sessions, general
tips for tutoring reading and cautions for the tutor.

Exemplary Guide for Tutor Training
Tips for the First Session
1.

Be sure that you and your tutee have names

straight.

Learn nicknames, if any.

It will help to

write down your name and give it to your tutee.
Students often are hesitant to communicate with
tutors when they are uncertain of names.

In

addition, exchange telephone numbers for emergency
communications.
2.

To build rapport, talk with the tutee about

mutual interests and above all, listen.
3.

Devote most of the first session to finding

the student's learning problems.

Have the tutee

read aloud from a book below his level.

If he

misses more than two or three words in a hundred,
the book is probably too difficult and you should
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find an easier book.

If he misses only one or two

words he can tell you what he has read, go on to a
more difficult book.

By having the student read

aloud, you can quickly detect common problems, such
as guessing words from their first letter.
4.

Begin with tutoring at a level well within

the grasp of the tutee.
atmosphere of success.

This will provide an
Remember, many tutees have

had little success in school and need a rewarding
experience to restore their self assurance.

This

atmosphere will build the student's confidence, and
will help establish a good working relationship
between tutor and tutee.
Two corollaries to this are: a) It is not
advisable to let your tutee flounder on an answer
for more than a few moments--step in, tactfully,
and help out; b) Indicate immediately whether the
student's answers are right or wrong.
that you are pleased by a right answer.

Let him know
When he is

wrong, do not show your disapproval to the point
where your tutee becomes discouraged.
Tips for Later Sessions

1.

In general, the less work you do for your

tutee the better.

Although it is quicker, easier,

and less frustrating for a tutor to do an assignment,
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it is of little permanent help to the student.
Help him learn HOW to do his own work.

A good

tutor will spend most of the time ASKING QUESTIONS,
LISTENING, AND HELPING THE TUTEE TO THINK FOR
HIMSELF, rather than lecturing to the tutee.

When

you supply an answer, be sure your tutee understands
how you arrived at it.

If you are not sure that he

does, test your tutee with a similar example.

In

this manner your tutee should be able to handle
what you are helping with when he is in class.
2.

Move on to more challenging material as soon

as you have established a working relationship.
Once you feel the tutoring is going well, don't be
guilty of underexpectation.

If you expect little

from your tutee, he will produce little.

Let him

know you have high expectations for him.

With this

encouragement he may come to have the same high
expectations for himself.
3.

Break your tutoring session into several

short segments of various activities.

For example,

at the elementary level, you might allow 15 minutes
for oral reading, five minutes for a game, and 15
minutes for creative story writing.

Your tutee

will get less restless if it is known in advance
when the session will end.
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4.

Be creative and imaginative in your tutoring

methods.

Look for ways to motivate your tutee and

to involve the student in the activity.
5.

Many of your questions about the tutee's

difficulties and solutions to these problems may be
answered by talking with the tutee's teacher.
Teachers are grateful for the work you are doing
and they can be most helpful.
6.

Be sensitive to the existence of emotional

or psychological problems which may be affecting
the student's performance.

However, it is not the

tutor's role to handle these problems.

The tutor

should bring problems to the attention of the
teacher and/or principal.
7.

Tutors should avoid assuming the role and

responsibilities of the teacher and parents.

Your

job is to help these people, not replace them.
8.

It is best for tutors to resist the

temptation of criticizing the schools as an avenue
of creating rapport by identifying with the tutee.
School is an important opportunity for people to
better our society.

The tutor should be supportive

of the role teachers and schools play in the
tutee's life, and improve the student's attitude
toward these roles.

This approach will allow the

benefits of tutoring to carry over to the school.
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If the tutor has questions regarding the school's
instructional program, its policies and procedures,
it is strongly recommended that he contact either
the principal or volunteer coordinator.
9.

Always be on time.

tiveness of your tutoring.

This adds to the effecIf you are late, the

tutee may begin to doubt your commitment to
tutoring, which may give rise to feelings of
reduced self-esteem on the part of the tutee.
Tips for Tutoring Reading

1.

If the young person has a limited background

and has difficulty communicating verbally, talk
with him, show him new things, listen to him, let
him listen to new sounds, and extend his visual
awareness of color, shape and texture.

Wider

experience means more reading readiness.
2.

Use a reader that is different from that

used by your tutee in school.

There are many high

interest books available in schools and libraries.
3.

For free reading, select a book below your

tutee's ability level, but let him choose something
that he/she is interested in.
4.

Read more difficult stories to your tutee;

this allows the student to hear new words and be
exposed to the pleasures of good literature.
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5.

Do not ask a student questions about things

he has read out loud.

Ask questions for comprehen-

sion after silent reading.
6.

Encourage the tutee to make up stories and

tell them to you.

Write the story down just as he

tells it and let him read it back to you.
if your writing isn't legible.

Type it

If your tutee needs

encouragement to create a story, ask leading
questions or begin a story and let him complete it.
7.

Matching words and pictures can be used for

young tutees and bilingual students.
Some Precautionary Measures for Tutors

Tutoring, while a way of trying to help other people,
with little difficulty can end up doing more harm
than good.

People who offer help in a patronizing

or condescending manner can easily compound
feelings of inadequacy--the same feelings they are
attempting to help the other person overcome.

To

reduce this danger, there are several approaches in
helping young people which have proven valuable.
1.

One way to avoid a patronizing tone is to

relate to your tutee as an equal.

Do this in the

sense that you and he are human beings with problems
and a future to face.

Think of working with your
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tutee, rather than talking at him.

Many tutors like

to think of being a friend, with the essence of
friendship being the practice of truthfulness.
2.

Avoid thinking of yourself and talking to

the tutee from the position of giver and helper, or
in the extreme as the "savior from the outside"
with all the answers to the problems of the educationally or environmentally disadvantaged student.
3.

Don't expect your tutee to show appreciation

for your efforts before you have become a friend.
Remarks like, "Here I am traveling 10 miles twice
each week to help you out of your difficulties and
you haven't even finished your homework for me,"
are certain to destroy whatever relationship may
have been forming.
4.

Empathy is an important quality to seek if

you are tutoring.

You need an understanding of

your tutee and some background knowledge.

An

understanding of cultural differences is important
in order not to reject the tutee when the student
is not what the tutor expected.

Be willing to take

the tutoring sessions at the student's level,
keeping pace in order to make progress.
5.
tutee.

Be sensitive in communicating with your
More than anything, this means being a

careful listener.
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6.

Don't be too quick in judging students.

Many of the students who are tutees have lived a
life of being judged according to stereotypes of
character, ability and intelligence, and the tutor
should avoid perpetuating this pattern.

7.

Many of the characteristics which make your

tutee different from you are what make that student
an individual.

Viewed this way, the student's

differences may appear as strengths.
8.

Set the same standards of effort for your

tutee as you would set for other students of the
same age.

Do not adopt the attitude of, "Well, he

did as well as could be expected."

Avoid lowering

standards due to feeling they are unattainable.
Allowing your tutee to just "get by" cheats both
you and the tutee out of a valuable experience
(U.S. Dept of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1970,
pp. 101-105).

In-Service Training for Tutors

In-service training is quite different from what has
been discussed up to this point.

In-service training

usually occurs for persons who have been in the program
for a period of time and they have varied needs and desires.
Therefore, it is important that the volunteer coordinator
plan activities that would help individuals meet specific
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needs.

Some type of needs assessment should be developed

to determine the actual needs of the volunteer tutors.
In-service training may take the form of large group
instruction, mini-sessions, individual conferences, on-thejob training, tutor training tutor, or independent study.
In-service training should be an ongoing process.

Some

possible topics for in-service may be the lesson plan and
motivating students, how to correct errors during oral
reading, comprehension strategies, vocabulary development
(semantic mapping), creating writing techniques (language
experience stories), and spotting problem areas in a
student's reading.

This list could go on and on, however,

these topics have proven to be topics most often requested
by the volunteer tutors that the author worked with in the
HOSTS program.
Video tapes dealing with these topics are an effective
tool in training tutors.
tutors for home use.

Video tapes can be loaned to

It is important to meet the training

needs of those people who may find it difficult to meet at
a designated time and place.

Video tapes, cassettes,

resource books, pamphlets and hand-outs should be made
available for independent training needs of volunteers.
Presenting a lesson to a large group of tutors and
then having them pair up to role play and practice a new
strategy, technique, or a new type of reading/language
arts lesson can be very effective.

This is a fun and
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involving way of learning and trying out new strategies
and methods.

The volunteer instructor should monitor the

role playing for the purpose of evaluating and adjusting
the instruction and provide time for discussion and
sharing of misconceptions, problems, and insights.
Volunteer coordinators can inform their tutors of
school, community, districtwide, state and national conferences that may provide appropriate in-service training.
The author has the opportunity annually to attend the
HOSTS National Conference with an assistant and one or two
volunteer tutors.

Each individual attends mini-sessions

their choice at the national conference.

After the

conference, this group presents a review of one or two of
their favorite sessions to the local group of volunteer
tutors.
Most volunteer programs have new recruits coming
into the program throughout the year.

Individual training

(i.e., using video tapes, cassettes, and written
materials, such as tutor handbooks), observations of
tutoring sessions, and on-the-job training provide
effective means of training new recruits.

Some programs

use a buddy system in which veteran tutors review the
volunteer tutoring handbook with the new recruit.
A thorough, well organized tutor handbook is an
essential ingredient of every volunteer tutoring program.
(See Appendix B for samples of tutor handbooks as well as
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other materials related to tutor orientation and
training.)
Another type of training that is very time efficient
is the training that can take place during the tutoring
session itself.

The reading specialist/volunteer

coordinator can present a lesson to both the tutors and
their students.

Following the presentation, the tutors

and students can apply their learning using various
formats.

For example, as an introduction to a unit on

whales, one could teach the techniques of semantic
mapping.

Begin by using the overhead projector or

blackboard to teach the group the method of semantic
mapping.

By using the idea of a Lree with main branches

and smaller branches coming off of the main branches,
even young children can understand semantic mapping.
It is an excellent technique for brainstorming on a
particular topic and teaching specific vocabulary.

The

tutors and tutees both learn new terms as well as
concepts related to the topic.

Once the instructor has

taught the "how to" of semantic mapping and gotten the
pairs of tutors and tutees started on developing a map
or a tree on paper, ask them to form small groups of
about three pairs each.
secretary/leader.

Assign one person to be the

Define the job clearly.

The

secretary/leader should lead the brainstorming session,
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making sure everyone participates and that one person
in each pair adds the information to their map.
The leader needs to pace the discussion so that all
members have time to write the information on their map.
The other members of the group should be told that their
jobs are to brainstorm, add to the discussion, take
turns, listen carefully to each other and to add the
information to their maps.

The instructor may want to

provide resource materials for group research.
Discontinue the small group brainstorming while the
groups are still enthused and involved.

The instructor

can ask each group secretary or another student to share
their map with the class.

Following the sharing, tutors

and students can continue researching the topic and
adding to the map as they learn about it.

This method

may motivate reluctant readers to want to read so that
they can learn about a subject of interest.

Some

students may want to develop a booklet with their own
writing, maps, pictures and charts.

Provide opportunities

for those students who desire to share their booklets,
completed semantic maps, or oral reports.

Tutors and

students can share personal resources pertaining to the
unit of study, such as photographs, slide shows, written
materials, and artifacts.

It is a great opportunity to

learn to know each other better.

Unit study is a
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wonderful way to demonstrate the use of reading as a
tool for learning.

It also develops study skills, such

as using reference books, research skills, and
organizing one's writing.
This type of in-class volunteer training teaches
both the tutors and the tutees.

In years to come, a

number of the present tutees may become some of the
program's best tutors.

The instructor is training the

present tutors as well as preparing future tutors.
Students who make good progress in their reading often
make excellent cross-age tutors in a year or two.

They

are familiar with the program and tend to have empathy
for their students.

At least one day a year it is fun

to switch the roles of tutor and tutee.

On this day,

the students take the tutor role and the tutors take the
student role; this promotes a better understanding of
each other's jobs.

It often motivates students to work

harder so that they can become tutors in a year or two.
People may be motivated to volunteer for various
reasons.

They may be interested in the social contact

and affiliation or they may be motivated by needs for
achievement or power or by a combination of these needs.
It is important to consider the individual needs of the
volunteers when planning the in-service training.
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Most volunteers enjoy belonging to a group and enjoy
sharing their common interests.

It is important to

provide opportunities for socialization either as
separate social events or in combination with tutor
training.

Coffee, tea, and occasional snacks during

recess breaks can help meet this need.

These occasions

can also be times for sharing tutoring experiences,
receiving recognition, and contributing "input" in ways
to improve the tutoring program.

Ideas for tutor

recognition and retention in connection with these three
needs of affiliation, achievement, and power will be
dealt with in the guide in Chapter IV.
One of Lhe very best types of training is the
ongoing training that takes place daily. It is important
to have a supervising teacher in the tutoring room who
is available to answer questions, find materials, and
deal with serious behavior problems or emergency situations.

The supervising teacher can provide continuity

to the program.

Students in the HOSTS program may have

a different tutor every day of the week because the
volunteers often tutor just one day a week.

So the

teacher can make sure the students complete lessons that
need to be finished the following day.
Effective in-service activities are the cornerstones for the development of a sound educational
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volunteer program.

The training should begin during the

early part of the year and extend throughout the year.
Volunteers who see progress through training and feel
that their needs are being met are likely to continue
volunteering.

This brings us to the topic for the next

section concerning tutor recognition and retention.

Tutor Retention and Recognition

A well managed program is probably the single most
important factor in ensuring that the volunteer tutors
continue to participate.

Good management begins with

recruitment efforts targeted at populations that are
needed.

Tutor applications should be kept up to date

and should supply enough information to tell the
coordinator if the volunteers might be appropriate for
the program.
The tutor job descriptions should be thoughtfully
developed and reflect the true needs of the program.
Sensitive planning is necessary so that the volunteers
are scheduled at times suitable to them.
As mentioned in the preceding section, appropriate
orientation and training is essential.

The tutors

should have a complete understanding of the program, its
role and areas related to the volunteers' jobs.

They

should have a clear understanding of their job and the
ongoing supervision to carry it out effectively.
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The coordinator should inform the tutors of their
students' progress on a regular basis.

Vernard (1990)

heard from a number of volunteers that "they would
prefer recognition in the form of information from the
schools about whether and how their volunteering makes a
difference to students, specifically youngsters they
have been tutoring."

In the HOSTS program, the students

are posttested on skills that they have been working on
with their tutors.

After a posttest is completed, the

tutors are shown how many skills the students passed.
This gives the coordinator the opportunity to thank the
volunteers in a very concrete way.

The volunteers have

a real sense of accomplishment when their students show
mastery on a number of the skills that they have been
working on together.
On a monthly basis, the author awards students who
have read 100 or more pages orally a certificate
congratulating them on their achievements. The student
who reads the most pages also receives a small prize.
These students are the focus of a bulletin board
entitled, "Readers of the Month."

This has also given

the tutors a sense of accomplishment.
Accurate record-keeping systems should be kept
which include time sheets, program evaluations, and
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information concerning volunteers' special interests and
talents.

A wise coordinator will try to involve the

volunteers in the program by asking them to sh~re their
special interests and talents at appropriate times
during the year.
Ongoing supervision and support is a must.

It can

take the form of everything from regular staff meetings
to informal coffee breaks to discuss the volunteers'
progress.

School volunteers must have opportunities to

grow and learn.
The U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare's Office of Citizen Participation (1970)
explains the tutor's needs this way:
Interest stops when there is stagnation.
Continued involvement demands new challenges, the
provision of opportunities to try new methods and
new skills, the kind of supervision that broadens
horizons, the development of potentialities for
growth and leadership.

Growth is shown by the

capacity to make as many decisions as possible.
One of the hardest jobs of a professional is to
refrain from making all the decisions.

It may be

simpler to do so, but is frequently wiser and
healthier for the school to allow volunteers to do
it.

There is a very fine balance between knowing
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when to step in and when to remain on the
sidelines.

School volunteers can be trusted to act

with maturity if they are treated like responsible
human beings.

If they are given the facts and a

sense of direction about school policies and
programs, they will more often than not make
intelligent decisions.

(p. 119)

Good management includes regular volunteer
evaluations to let volunteers know how they are doing.
This can be done informally while discussing their
students' progress.
A consistent public relations program is necessary
to keep the community aware of the volunteers'
accomplishments and advocate support of the program.
Express public appreciation using the newspaper,
television, and radio.

Ask the newspaper to write a

feature article about the veteran tutors and their
accomplishments in the program.

At Thanksgiving or on

National Volunteer Week in April, ask the newspaper to
write a "Thank You" article, thanking each tutor by name.
Provide a warm, friendly, relaxed atmosphere and
encourage the school staff to help in providing an
atmosphere of belonging and appreciation.

Express

appreciation daily; encourage the students to thank
their tutors also.

Remember the tutors on holidays
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and birthdays.

The students enjoy making a card or

small gift for their tutors for special occasions.
Complete the year with a gala recognition event of
some kind which is specifically dedicated to saying
"thank you."

It may take the form of a luncheon, a

picnic, a tea, or a formal banquet.

Staff, including

administrators, parents, and students may be invited.
Presentations of gifts, awards, or certificates may be
given.

An announcement of the number of hours

individually volunteered can offer an added sense of
accomplishment and recognition.

Students could present

a "thank you" poem or individual booklets to their
tutors.
Recognizing and motivating cross-age tutors is
especially challenging to the tutor manager.

Jenkins

and Jenkins (1985) write:
The most important reinforcer is personal attention
from the teacher.

Time spent with tutors in

discussing the tutoring project, as well as other
aspects of their school and personal lives, has
considerable influence on tutors' interest and
continued participation in the program.

Another

means of maintaining tutors' motivation is by
drawing attention to their accomplishments with
quarterly reports, through informal discussion with
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their parents, teachers, and principal, school or
local newspaper articles, and comments and remarks
that remind them of the importance of their
contribution to the children they teach.
A third means of maintaining motivation is
through systematic scheduling of reinforcing events
such as tutor luncheons, parties, awards, letters
of thanks, daily material rewards such as candy or
stickers, allowing the tutoring room to be a place
to meet before school opens for students, academic
grades or credits for tutoring, and personal
recommendation for jobs, camps, or future
schooling.

This combination of motivational

procedures has proven successful in holding the
interest of cross-age tutors for as many as three
consecutive years of service.

(p. 10)

If one manages a program well, retention of tutors
will not be a major concern.

One should expect some

attrition of volunteers from year to year.

Chapter IV

will consist of a guide which will provide suggestions
and ideas for tutor retention and recognition, as well
as ideas for tutor recruitment and training.
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A Review of the Questionnaire

In order to gather related information of the topics
of volunteer recruitment, training, and retention, a
survey was developed.

The questionnaire (see Appendix

D) was sent to a random selection of 20 elementary
Chapter I and HOSTS reading teachers and reading
coordinators from Washington state's public schools.

It

was designed to collect information concerning each
school's recruitment, training, and retention procedures
for volunteer tutors.

The questionnaire asked the

respondents to rate the quality of their program and
provide information, such as the number of students
served and the number of volunteer tutors.

The

respondents were asked to number in the order of
effectiveness the methods of recruitment and training
used and to also identify the ways their school showed
appreciation and/or gave recognition to their tutors.
Nine of the respondents were reading teachers and
12 of them were either volunteer coordinators or
administrators.

Most of the respondents rated the

quality of their volunteer program as being adequate or
excellent.

Some programs served students in reading

while other programs served students in all subjects.
Students were served anywhere from 30 minutes to 400
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minutes per week.

There was a range of five to 400

students served in the various programs surveyed.

One

respondent said that there are 7,100 students in that
district but some of them were not served by the
volunteer program.

The number of student tutors varied

from none, in some programs, to 180 student tutors in
other programs, and the number of adult tutors ranged
from three to 2,979.
Persons answering the questionnaire were asked to
number in the order of effectiveness, beginning with
one, the most effective method of recruitment.

The

following methods and the number of responses are as
follows:
1.

phone and personal contacts (16)

2.

presentations (14)

3.

newsletters (13)

4.

newspaper, TV, and radio ads (8)

5.

posters and leaflets (8).

Phoning and personal contacts were marked as the most
effective means of recruitment with presentations coming
in second and newsletters coming in third.

Respondents

were asked to list other effective ways that they found
to recruit volunteers.

The suggestions were as follows:

1.

R.S.V.P. Program

2.

Businesses granting employees release time for

tutoring.
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3.

School district volunteer center.

4.

Tutor brings a friend.

5.

School staff and community business people

wearing buttons promoting the program.
6.

Reader board ads.

7.

Posters using tutor and student photographs.

8.

Booths at local county fairs.

Respondents were also asked to number in the order
of effectiveness their methods of training volunteers.
Sixteen people chose one-on-one training, 13 people
selected workshops, nine people selected ongoing
training, seven people selected observations and
handbooks/newsletters and only three people chose video
tapes.

Other effective methods suggested were:

1.

One tutor helping another tutor.

2.

Small group instruction with role playing.

The last question required the respondents to check
the ways that they show appreciation and give recognition to their volunteer tutors.

Twenty-one people

checked "providing an 'end-of-the-year' appreciation
event."

Twenty-one people also chose gift giving,

cards, and certificates as ways to show appreciation.
Twelve people chose using the newspaper as a way of
expressing appreciation.
"having an assembly."

Ten respondents checked

Nine chose newsletters, and nine
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checked communicating student progress.

Their

suggestions for showing appreciation and recognition
were:
1.

A student-conducted "appreciation tea."

2.

Special cards and personal letters.

3.

An awards booklet.

4.

Free membership to volunteer organizations.

5.

Free workshops to promote professional

development.
6.

Parties with the students.

The literature reviewed supported the questionnaire
results consistently.

Throughout the literature review,

there was an emphasis on personal contact as being
essential for effective recruitment of volunteers.
Personal contact was marked most frequently by the
questionnaire respondents.

In every source of

literature reviewed, the necessity of one-on-one
training and supervision was emphasized.

Again, the

questionnaire respondents rated this method as being the
most effective form of training.

Providing gifts,

certificates, cards, awards, and holding an annual
function for showing appreciation were mentioned in
every article or book that dealt with the topic of tutor
appreciation and recognition.

These two methods were

selected most frequently of the six methods listed.
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The consistency of the results of the questionnaire
and the literature review provide some very trustworthy
information regarding approaches and techniques for
volunteer tutor recruitment, training, and retention/
recognition.

This information, along with the author's

personal experience as a tutor supervisor, is included
in Chapter IV to develop a guide for the recruitment,
training, and retention/recognition of volunteer tutors
in elementary reading programs.

CHAPTER I I I

Procedures of the Study

The guide for the recruitment, training, and
retention of volunteer tutors for elementary reading
programs was developed because the author believed these
three areas of her work as a tutor supervisor were the
most challenging.

The author's past experience and

training as a classroom teacher and a remedial reading
teacher had not been satisfactory preparation for the
roles of tutor recruiter and trainer.
The guide was developed out of the need for such a
document.

There is information available concerning the

topic of this guide but, to the knowledge of this author,
no such single guide exists at this time with brief,
practical procedures for tutor recruitment, training,
and retention for use in elementary reading programs.
The guide was developed using two types of data
collection:
1.

A questionnaire to survey Washington reading

teachers and volunteer coordinators for the purpose of
seeking the methods they found to be the most effective
in volunteer tutor recruitment, training, and retention.
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2.

A review of the literature concerning the most

effective methods and approaches for tutor recruitment,
training, and retention.
The questionnaire was developed and sent out.

The

author also gathered tutor recruitment, training, and
retention ideas from fellow HOSTS reading supervisors at
the 1990 HOSTS National Conference in Portland, Oregon.
Whenever possible, over the course of two summers'
work at Central Washington University, the author
researched these three topics for required research
reports for various class projects.

A computer search

was also conducted using such descriptors as:
volunteer, tutor, elementary reading, remedial rea<llng,
and tutoring programs.
The tutor recruitment, training, and retention
approaches and methods most often suggested by the
references used in the literature review were summarized
and written in a simple format for use in the guide.
Also, the survey results were used in the design of the
guide.

The literature review and the questionnaire

results provided consistent information regarding
effective procedures for tutor recruitment, training,
and retention.

This information was used as a basis for

the suggestions and ideas provided in the guide for
tutor recruitment, training, and retention.

CHAPTER IV

GUIDE FOR THE RECRUITMENT, TRAINING AND RETENTION
OF
VOLUNTEER TUTORS
FOR
ELEMENTARY READING PROGRAMS
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Tutor Recruitment

Who is Responsible?

To be effective tutor recruitment should be a shared
responsibility.

More and better ideas will generally be

derived from a team of people who brainstorm together
than from one person working alone.

People who should

plan an active role in tutor recruitment include reading
teachers, building principals, and building or district
volunteer coordinators.

Others who should play roles

which can be less involved but no less important include
building teachers and central office administrators,
including superintendents, board members, and parent
advisory committee members.

What is the Best Approach
for Recruitment?

Use a two-pronged approach to recruitment.
Emphasize awareness of the program followed by personal
contact.

Begin a publicity campaign using signs in

businesses, radio, TV, newspaper ads, posters, leaflets,
and booths at community festivals and fairs.
67

Follow
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this public relations campaign by making presentations
at various organizations' meetings and by holding
telephone and door-to-door campaigns.

What are Some Specific Ideas for
Recruitment in the School?

1.

Present a brief video tape or a narrated slide

presentation (no longer than 12 minutes) of the project
to a P.T.A. or Open House meeting.

Present the "Who?,

What?, Where?, When?, Why?, and How?.
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2.

Send out school bulletin/P.T.A. newsletters.

3.

Send letters or handouts through the school to

all parents requesting their participation as volunteers.
4.

Organize a telephone campaign--contact new

parents and parents who are already involved in school
activities or who have expressed an interest in helping.
5.

Order and distribute promotional materials such

as bumper stickers, pens, pencils, buttons, stenciled Tshirts, decals, stenciled rulers, bookmarks, coffee mugs,
calendars, notepads, etc.
6.

Use billboards, bulletin boards, reader boards.

7.

Promote a door-to-door campaign.

8.

Promote the volunteer program at preschool,

kindergarten and first grade parent meetings.
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9.
to:

Prepare a brochure and/or posters to distribute

voting booths, library circulation desk, school

sports and other events.
10.

Have special days during the school year like

Grandparents' Day or Invite a Friend Day (have tutors and
students invite a special friend).
11.

Place posters in hallways, office, and

classrooms.

What are Some Specific Ideas for Recruitment
in the Community/City?

1.

Make presentations to local clubs/organizations.

Possibly use a slide show or video tape show.

A veteran

volunteer may want to share their personal experience as
a tutor.

The following institutions, organizations, and

agencies suggested by Isley and Nieme (1981) may be
helpful as sources for recruiting volunteers:

a)

voluntary action centers, b) neighborhood youth corps,
c) YMCA and YWCA, d) welfare councils, e) public affairs
offices, f) alumni associations, g) local high schools,
h) local middle schools, i) universities/colleges,
j) voluntary bureaus, k) religious organizations,

1) P.T.A., m) Headstart programs, n) block clubs,
o) employment services, p) political groups, q) CETA,
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r) Chamber of Commerce chapters, s) tenant councils,
t) retired citizen organizations, u) professional and
community organizations, v) service clubs, and,
w) fraternal clubs (p. 53).
Sometimes collaborative networks are formed among
service agencies for the purpose of collective
recruitment drives.

Such agencies may be universities,

voluntary action centers, or social and religious
organizations.
2.

Send articles to organizations which publish

newsletters.
3.

Send monthly bulletin ideas and inform

community organizations so they can incorporate them in
their own bulletins.
4.

Contact churches and the city ministerial

association to get recruitment announcements placed in
bulletins or newsletters.
5.

Contact newspapers for exposure through feature

articles.
6.

Order and distribute promotional materials to

various organizations.

Distribute them as part of your

presentations at various organizations.
7.

Print slogans on shopping bags.
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8.

Request advertisements on citywide billboards/

reader boards/bulletin boards.
9.

Contact local neighborhood associations--

key people that will help recruit volunteers.
10.

Contact restaurants to have message put on

placemats or calendars.
11.

Prepare and distribute brochures/posters to

large apartment complexes, senior citizen centers,
doctors' and dentists' offices, recreation centers,
voting booths, grocery stores, and local volunteer
service offices.
12.

Contact local businesses such as utilities that

send bills to the community at large and get them to
enclose program announcements in their statements.
13.

Contact local banks and get them to program

promos on monthly bank statements.
14.

Contact newspapers, radio and TV stations to

arrange public service announcements and paid
advertisements.
15.

Contact business people to tutor during flex

time or request employee release time for volunteer
tutoring.
16.

Set up promotional booths at shopping centers,

community fairs/festivals and county fairs.
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17.

Set up a display during National Education Week

and National Volunteer Week.
18.

Work with your probation department.

Community

service hours can be served in volunteer tutoring
programs ("HOSTS Reading Training Manual," 1985).

(See

Appendix A for sample ideas for recruitment.)

Use of Student Tutors

A district administrator should be responsible for
contacting the staff of schools that will be providing
student tutors for the reading program.

The time taken

to inform these school staffs about the needs and goals
of the tutoring program will pave the way for successful
implementation of the program with students from their
schools.
Resource People Who Can Help
Recruit Student Tutors

The following people are valuable resources in the
recruitment of student tutors:
1.

building principals

2.

school counselors

3.

remedial reading instructors

4.

classroom teachers
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Prerequisites for Tutoring
as a Course Offering

1.

The course should have goals and objectives.

2.

The suggested tutoring time for elementary

cross-age tutors is one-half hour per week.
3.

The suggested tutoring time for middle school

or high school tutors is one-half hour per day.
4.

Establish a grading and attendance policy.

5.

Provide transportation, if possible (public or

district).

Prerequisites for Cross-Age
Volunteer Tutoring

1.

Approval and permission must be provided from

sending teacher and from parent.
2.

The suggested tutoring time for cross-age

volunteer tutoring is one-half hour per week.
3.

Establish goals and objectives for tutoring.
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Tutor Training

This training guide has been developed for elementary volunteer tutoring programs that are supervised by a
reading teacher or a volunteer coordinator.

Training

for tutoring programs that take place in the classroom
would have several differences.
Orientation training should take place a few days
before the tutoring actually begins.

Orientation Agenda

The following is an example of an orientation
agenda:
1.

Welcome and Introduction

2.

Overview of the Program (History and philosophy,

goals and objectives, students served in the program.)
3.

Role of the Tutor

4.

Orientation to School/Building (This includes

parking facilities, locations of restrooms, lounges, the
cafeteria, library, coffee/refreshment area, closets for
personal belongings, location of administrative office,
and nurse's office or health room;

Fire drills and

special events should also be included in the
orientation.
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5.

Tutoring Program (Involves student selection/

assessment skills, step-by-step procedures for tutoring,
materials, student folders, information on the
importance of tutor feedback, an oral reading/self
select library, vocabulary study, computer lesson
tracking forms, and student reinforcement suggestions.)
6.

Pair up and role-play the lesson and allow time

for discussion/comments.
7.

Refreshments

8.

Handbooks/Handouts

9.

Scheduling/Sign-ups

Cross-Age Tutor Training

Cross-age tutoring is most successful when
presented in short, frequent sessions.

Refer to adult

tutor training orientation and modify agenda to meet
cross-age tutor needs.

In addition, discuss:

1.

Attendance and grading policy.

2.

Communication with teacher.

3.

Tutor behavior expectations.

4.

Step-by-step procedures for tutoring.

5.

Read and explain important sections of Tutor

Handbook.
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In-Service Training

Use a needs assessment to discover what topics the
volunteers are interested in.

The following list is a

list of topics frequently requested by volunteer tutors.
1.

Behavior Management

2.

Teaching Strategies (ITIP)

3.

Motivation and Appreciation

4.

Oral Reading (Detection of reading problems and

remediation techniques.)
5.

Comprehension Strategies

6.

Vocabulary Development

7.

Sight-Word Instruction

8.

Creative Writing Techniques

9.

Oral Reading Strategies

10.

Computer and Software Use

Forms of In-Service

Forms of in-service training include the following:
1.

Informal discussions and coffees.

2.

Workshops/seminars (school, districtwide,

community or other agencies, state, and national).
3.

One-on-one training, using the supervisor or a

veteran tutor.
4.

Independent training (video tapes, cassettes,

tutor handbooks, and resource books).
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5.

On-going training in which the supervisor is

available at all times to explain, answer questions, and
find materials.
6.

In-class training where the teacher instructs

both tutors and tutees on new strategies of teaching and
learning.
Remember to bring the volunteers together socially
several times during the year.

Belonging to a group,

sharing ideas, and socializing are all important aspects
of volunteering.
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Retention and Recognition

Good management is the key to retaining volunteer
tutors.

Good management involves appropriate

recruitment and placement procedures, thorough
orientation and training, supervising, record-keeping,
regular student progress reports to the tutors, yearend program evaluation, as well as recognition/
appreciation activities.

The working atmosphere also

needs to be friendly, supportive, and appreciative.

Tutor Appreciation Ideas

Tutors need to feel appreciated not only for their
achievements in tutoring, but for their efforts.

Some

ideas to show appreciation follow:
1.

Thank tutors on a regular basis, both verbally

and in writing.

Express your appreciation of their time

given.
2.

Encourage your students (tutees) to remember to

say "THANK YOU" to their tutors.

A smile and appre-

ciation from their tutees can be the best public
relations we have.
3.

Make a bulletin board for recognition where

other people in the school will see it (i.e., main
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office, hallway, P.T.A. meeting rooms, etc.).
tutors' names and pictures.
the Month."
school team.

Use

Pick a "Volunteer of

Recognize your volunteers as part of the
Ask other faculty members to express their

appreciation also.
4.

Make sure tutors feel needed--always arrange

for another student (tutee) if the volunteer's regularly
scheduled student is absent.
5.

A personal "Thanks and look forward to seeing

you next week," from the teacher and the tutees is
always important.
6.

Send out mid-year "Thank you's" in holiday

cards, newsletters, and thank-you notes.
7.

Make a bulletin board using student letters,

poems, pictures, etc., expressing their feelings about
their tutors.

If possible, leave this up all year--it's

great public relations and would help recruit also.
8.

Show interest in your volunteers.

Organize

social gatherings for them during the year.
9.
10.

Make time to listen to their concerns.
Give school activity cards to community

volunteers.

Provide school lunch tickets for tutors to

have lunch with their students.
11.

Show appreciation on school bulletin boards.
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12.

Express public appreciation via newspaper, TV,

and radio.
13.

Feature individual volunteers.

Participate in ceremonies during National

Volunteer Week and seasonals throughout the year.
14.

Students can make thank-you gifts for their

tutors, such as cards, letters, placemats, books,
bookmarks, and other gifts.
15.

Provide public or district transportation

("HOSTS Reading Training Manual," 1985).

Year-End Tutor Appreciation Ideas

Showing appreciation for the efforts of tutors at
the end of the school year will facilitate interest in
the program, and motivate tutors to continue to serve in
the following academic school year.

Some year-end

appreciation ideas include the following:
1.

Hold awards ceremonies to give certificates of

appreciation to tutors.

Make the ceremony a special

occasion.
2.

If you have found your tutors do not attend

coffee yours, or recognition luncheons, try planning a
field trip for the students, asking adult tutors to go
along with their students.
3.

If your school has a breakfast program, invite

your tutors to join their students for breakfast, and
have an early morning activity.
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Agenda Ideas for End-ofYear Ceremony
1.

Talk about their students' progress, give them

part of the credit for the students' gains.
2.

Acknowledge the importance of all the hours

given, (i.e., one morning of five sessions involving 50
students, takes 25 volunteer hours--multiplied by four
days a week equals 100 volunteer hours served).
3.

Involve the students in singing a couple of

school songs, and have tutees hand out thank-you cards or
gifts they have made.
4.

If you have a volunteer coordinator or

telephone chairperson, involve them in the program.
Give recognition for their extra services.
5.

Ask for several volunteers to help with the

calling in the fall.
6.

Encourage everyone in attendance to sign up for

next year ("HOSTS Reading Training Manual," 1985).

Ways to Recognize Volunteers
Affiliation Motivated People
Recognition can be expressed in many ways.
ideas for affiliation motivated people include:

Some
Any

recognition that is done in the presence of peers,
family, etc.; banquets; personal notes from supervisors;
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supervisor remembering birthdays, anniversaries, special
events; supervisor mentioning children's, spouses', and
pets' names in conversation; opportunities for socialization on the job; assignments that offer opportunities
for personal interaction; assignments that offer opportunities for making friends; personal, verbal greetings
from supervisor; an award named for them that is presented
for people-related accomplishments, (humanitarian,
nurturing, etc.); opportunities to give input in peoplerelated issues; letters to family members thanking
them for sharing the volunteer with the agency; letters
of commendation to paid work supervisors telling of
their work to benefit people; gifts, letters, etc.,
from students and staff; requests for suggestions
on improving the feel of the workplace; unexpected
(between holidays, birthdays, etc.) notes expressing
thanks; potlucks, picnics, etc, with co-workers and
families on their own time; letter of appreciation
published in their church newsletter; evaluations that
measure success in "people" terms; praising them to
their friends (it will get back to them!); affection,
humor expressed; sharing organizational needs on a
personal level; inclusion of them in slide show, shown
in PR work; personalized, on-the-job training; opportunities to greet and welcome new volunteers, staff;
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take out for coffee; listen to personal problems (within
reason); holiday cards to family (Valentine's Day is
especially good); respect sensitivities; take time to
talk to them; invite volunteer to attend a group
recognition event (sports, dinner-theater, etc.); smile.
Achievement Motivated People

For achievement motivated people, recognizing
volunteers' efforts may take the following forms:
opportunities to give input in goal-related decisions;
having complete responsibility for the project delegated
and with authority to set his/her own pace; opportunity
to create new ideas in order to achieve goals; tangible
awards, plaques, pins, and badges can be displayed;
letters of commendation for specific achievements sent
to student's employer, and/or to editors of local
newspapers; job assignments allowing frequent checkpoints emphasizing job success; awards in their honor
given for specific achievements; agency newsletter
recognition; letter to family members telling of
appreciation of tutor's efforts; handwritten notes
from supervisor telling of good work; creates
opportunities for advancement and further training;
introductions to new people; requests of input by
tutor concerning ways to improve the program; showing
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respect for tutor by not wasting his/her time (i.e.,
valuing the tutor's time); evaluations measuring
success; documentation for resume; nomination to local
area, state, or national awards programs; inclusion in
staff meetings.
Power Motivated People
Power motivated people can be recognized in
many ways.

Some ideas follow:

Give the person job

assignments that allow persuasion of others; job
assignments in which there is interaction with the
highest authorities; job assignments which allow the
tutor's teaching skills to be heightened; recognition
that is broad-based and noticeable to people in power
and authority; awards that applaud influential
achievements;

letter of commendation noting impact and

importance to newspaper editors; having coffee with the
supervisor or other authoritative person; requests for
advice from tutor concerning wider recognition for the
school's programs; job title indicating volunteer's
authority over a specific area of the program; notes
from high administration, advisory committees, and
community leaders indicating the tutor's impact on the
community and on the betterment of education; opportunity to innovate; opportunity to question and debate
decisions of recognized leaders; advocacy opportunities;
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sharing organizational aspirations verbally with
tutor; involvement in decisions that affect the future
of the program; documentation in personnel folder of
impact tutor had on the program; use the tutor as a
consultant; opportunities to have tutor's name
connected to something in writing such as an article or
a book (Vineyard, 1989).

Cross-Age Tutor Recognition Ideas

1.

Spend time with the tutors.

Discuss tutoring,

school activities, and personal interests.
2.

Compliment them on a job well done, share their

students' progress with them, pass on positive remarks
to their classroom teachers, the principal, and their
parents.
3.

Schedule regular tutor luncheons and parties.

Provide awards, letters of thanks, and material rewards
such as candy or stickers.
4.

Start a club for tutors.

CHAPTER V

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
The Project (Chapter IV) consists of a literature
review divided into two sections and a practical guide
of recruitment, training, and retention methods for
elementary reading programs.

The second section of the

literature review (Chapter II) discusses recruitment,
training, and retention as separate topics.
The overview of four sample volunteer tutorial
programs established the effectiveness of this type of
program in the elementary schools.

Project Upswing,

Project Utilize, and the STEP Program were all volunteer
tutoring programs with involvement between the tutors
and the classroom teachers.

The HOSTS Program is

directed by a reading specialist and he/she acts as a
liaison between the tutor and the classroom teacher.
The HOSTS supervisor gathers information from the
classroom teacher regarding student selection, needs,
and progress, and also communicates with the classroom
teacher regarding student progress in the tutoring
class.

All four programs have been successful and
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require a carefully planned approach for tutor
recruitment, training, and retention.

No matter what

type of management design, the recruitment and retention
methods are similar.

However, the training procedures

in a classroom teacher managed program would be of a
different nature.

The focus of the training methods in

this project was developed for a program supervised by a
volunteer coordinator or a reading teacher.
The review of the literature regarding recruitment,
training, and retention of volunteer tutors found the
information to be consistent.
The review on recruitment attempts to answer
three questions:
1.

Who should be responsible for recruitment?

2.

Who can be recruited as tutor volunteers?

3.

What is the best approach to recruitment?

The staff needs to be committed to the program
and provide support, if not direct help, in the
recruitment process.

Usually the reading teacher or the

volunteer coordinator is responsible for the recruitment but it is best accomplished with help from a
committee of staff and parents.

Senior citizens,

parents, housewives, employees of business and industry,
and school and college students can be recruited as
tutors.

They need to have an interest in children and
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education and have the time to volunteer.

Probably the

best recruitment approach should be two-pronged,
including a public relations campaign along with
personal contacts.
Training of volunteers includes orientation and
then in-service training.

Orientation should take place

a few days before tutoring begins.
on the following topics:

It usually focuses

introduction, program

overview, physical facilities of the school, school
rules, tutors' roles, guidelines, instructional
procedures, record-keeping, and scheduling of the
tutors.
time.

Usually tutor handbooks are distributed at this
In-service takes place after the program has been

in operation.

In-service is more of an in-depth

training focusing on immediate interests and needs as
requested by the tutors.
The questionnaire results agree quite consistently
with the literature review.

Personal contact was the

method indicated by the respondents as being the most
effective method of recruitment.

Respondents chose one-

on-one training as the most effective method of
instructing tutors.

An "end-of-the-year" appreciation

event, along with giving gifts, cards, awards, and
certificates were the two most popular types of
providing recognition.
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The results of the questionnaire and the findings
from the literature review were used in the development
of the guide.

The guide, written for a volunteer

supervisor in an elementary reading program, provides
suggestions for the recruitment, training, and retention
of volunteer tutors.

Conclusions

The guide combines a brief outline of approaches
and practical applications for recruitment, training,
and retention of volunteer tutors.

These suggestions

should be adaptable to most elementary reading programs
served by volunteer tutors.
Volunteer tutoring programs can provide additional
opportunities for students to learn and develop to a
maximum degree.

It is the author's desire to share the

knowledge gained in the development of this project with
colleagues in the hope that they will be able to use
this information in supervising their volunteer tutorial
programs.

Many of the ideas in the guide and the

samples in the appendices have been contributed by
fellow supervisors of volunteer programs.

The author

has appreciated their generous sharing of ideas, and
hopes that this guide will be useful.
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Recommendations

It is recommended that an in-depth survey of
educators throughout the United States be developed in
each of the areas--recruitment, training, and retention.
The questionnaire was limited to a survey of Washington
state educators.
It is recommended that some form of instrument to
evaluate the numbers of potential volunteers be
developed, so that a community might offer this
information to a volunteer agency or program.
It is recommended that development in the area of
in-service would be a help to most tutor supervisors.
A guide presenting a variety of workshops for tutor
in-service would be a great addition.

Also, the

development of a training guide for classroom teachers
to use with volunteer tutors would be beneficial.

A

number of HOSTS supervisors are managing tutors in
classrooms now as well as in separate tutoring rooms.
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Help One Student to Succeed

•

••

The ability to read well is the most ·important skill a
student can leam. Sometimes children need more help than
is available in the classroom.

You can give that helpl
Volunteer to l>c a reading tutor for one child for one·
half hour each week .

h is really quite easy. You will receive training from
profeHional school staff on what ia expected of you and
what is hoped the child you tutor will be able to accom·
plish with your help.
The child you tutor will be teated to find the specific
skills he or she needs help with to become a better reader.

A reading ,pecialiat will put together a packet of material~
specifically for your Sludcnt.
Then you begin to help.

One to .()fie'f,::,-,~, •.\.··. . ...
, •. J •• • • -~.i,1•:t.it '•;

i ••

with a child who 11~ed~ yl?ur help · one-half
houri' wee~.
. .. ,;, . . i
VOLUNTEER to tutor .ii : yoµrg fr~~•~r
child and help him or.her 1.iP.1proy~ fo. r~ading ·_
skilk
·
·.; J~;t . .. ",'.t
Please KC the back aid~ of lh!4 n!c.r f~~ wori: de!,!(• .. '' I
,• •,···
•

in tbc Pr~i Public Sc:hoob

~ Ill Help One Student to Succeed

Once a week you will pick up your child's packet, meet
him or her at thi: cla1Sroom, and then the two of you will
go 10 a quiet, private place to practice reading.
You will neither test nor cvalua1c - the reading ape·
cialist will do that for you. But, you will find out how your
student ia progreaaing.
Do you have a half hour in your week 10 give a child?
Youdol
Please call the number below to sec how you can help
a student become a better reader.

Please note: A photograph and a phone number were redacted from this page.

HOSTS Teacher:

E~ilee Solomo~
·

"°
co

I' I Cilf.H'? Ci1 l I ....

Help
o ·n e

Vo] uulcei:- one hour ,_,.~,- week lo
Le a IIUS'l'S tutor an<l help rn.u:
. sttx1ents lo I.Jeoane better
readers.

for Information
Ly l\t'lin<JlOn Pd nnry
SclKXJl and talk to out"

01:" O'.)IIC

Principal or ReadilKJ Specia.Us

Student

To
Succeed

I 1t11

H<!ad I 11<.J fll'ecla I I Bl han

easy-to-follow lesson plmm
frff each student. /\I so you
w i 11 l.,e invol veJ in a lrai II i ll<J
session lo acquaint you wi U1
a I I l he j 11fonn..,.tJon you w.i 11
I ~·n

I.

Please note: Photographs and a telephone number have been redacted.
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Share your love with a child
learning to read. Volunteer
in the HOSTS Reading Program,
1 day a week, to help tutor a
child needing your help. The
Reading Specialist plans everything I!! All we need is your
time and love.
today •••••••
Call
It's easy, fun and rewarding.
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HOSTS (Help One Student To SuccNd) volunteer luto,a administer the Santa Clara IHI to Bonham
Elementary !ludents. The Int helps pinpoint weaknesaes in each child's reading skills. Mr. Dennis
Dillinger is working with Alberto Rivas aa Mrs. Peggy Smith wo,ks with Rolando Garza. The HOSTS
project usn community volunteers, men and women, to work wilh indi.vidual children.

HOSTS Needs Help From Community
Harlingen School District is seel<ing adult
volunteers !o work wi!h children one hour per
week as pan of the new HOSTS program. The
individualized reading p,ogram, which stands fo,
'"Help One S!udenl To Succeed," is dnigned 10
improve reading skills lhrol.igh adult tutoring.
Five Harlingen elementary schools are par·
ticipating this first year, with each campus using
personnel who specialize in organizing the
program. A highly muctured plan, HOSTS
anures s1uden1 and tutor success, as each
reading lesson and review ia planned for the
specific s1uaen1 by the HOSTS teachers. The

XI.36

reading activity is 1nen carried oul in e quiet
study area outside the clJuroom.
HOSTS givn the !ludent an opportunity to
work with both men and women. Any inte,ested
citizen may volunteer; no lrain.ing or eJ1tpe,ience

is reQuiroo.

The volunll!tefs nffd

net have

children in school. Participating schools this fall
are Bonham, Travis, Houston, Austin, and Stuart
Elementa,ies.. Otho, etementa,ies will be included
eventually as· ihe program ..pends. Prospective
voluntee,s may call HOSTS Coo,dina1or Paul
Clore a1 42B-41 53.

"3/o'j

10 8
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.first
Harlingen, Texas 78550

.first
Harline1en, Texas 78550
FEBRUARY a, 1•

NOVEMBER JI, Jt71

Hosts Needs Help!
HEI.P - for HOSTS! The T~asure
Hills ElPmentary School has lnauiturated
a HOSTS pm11ra m - Help One Student
To Surcf'ed. Franct"S Pa~e. principal. i!
askinit for volunteers to man !ht>
prn11ram . I( ~·nu can 11ive one or two
hours Pad, week to help a studpnt. rail
her at 42:1-2501. You do not have to be a
teacher, jlmt willini to help! 'The HOSTS
pr1111ram has ~n a j!l'l'at help to man:v .
studrnrs hav inl! difficulty, and you will
hP ~ivin1t lastinii benefils to the
Nluralinn prorPss. REMEMBER - rail
42.1-2501 and Help One Studt'nl To
Surcl'erl.

rr you can spend one hour or more each
week to tutor a student having difficulty
in his schoolworlt, you can be a valuable
volunteer. Tutors are needed at the
following elementary schoola: Treasure
Hilla - 423-2501. Bonham - "25~.
AusUn - 423-39911, Sam Houston - 425-

sosi Stuart Place -

425-5714, Travis -

~ . and Zavala--US-5616. If you can
help, call one of theae schools, or the
Board o( Education, ~
. You do
NOT have to be a qualilled teacher. just a
person willing to Help One Student To
Succeed!
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Help

One
Student

To

HOSTS TUTOR

Succeed

ALL ABOUT t~E

1.

MAME:

2.
3.
4.
5.

ADDRESS:
HOME PHONE:

EMERGEtlCY PHONE :

BIRTHDAY:

MONTtl

DAY

CIRCLE YEARS YOU HAVE TUTORED - EVEN IF ONLY FOR A FEW

MONTHS
1977-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86
6.
7.

FAMILY:
SPECIAL TALENT OR HOBBY

8. WHY DO YOU \'/ANT TO BE A TUTOR: _ _ _, _

9.

TUTOR/STUDENT MATCH:

_

_

CI F POSS IBLE)

SEX
GIRLS OtlLY _

_

AGE
_

_

_

BOYS mlLY_ _ __

i1IXED_ _ __

ALL ONE GRADE_ _ __

_

~IXE~-- - - - OLDE R_ _ _ _ _~

,,
,._,.,

YOUMGE .__ _ _ __

NAUGHTY, BELIGERENT _ _ _ SWEET, OBEDIENT _ __
10.

MIYED~ - - DAY YOU WOULD PREFER TO TUTO .__ _ _ _ _ __
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HOSTS
at
Richmond School
You have very kindly volunteered your name to assist at Richmond
School from time to time.
We in the HOSTS program would be
interested in finding volunteers for our one on one reading
program.
(See attached flier.)
We operate HOSTS from 10:0012:00 Mondays through Thursdays.
If you would be interested in giving a half hour a week to ~elp
One Student Io ~ucceed, please return the bottom part of this
letter, call me at
, or come see us in the Chapter I room
(in the basement).
We are having a Tutor Orientation Meeting on
27th at 10:30 AM in the Chapter I Room.

Tuesday, September

Tutoring commences at 10:00 AM on October 3rd.
Thank you for your time!
Stephanie Vickers
Chapter I Coordinator

D

YES, I would be interested in becoming a tutor .

NAME

PHONE NO.

Please note: telephone numbers have been redacted from this page due to privacy concerns.
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uear·
It's
Vve

time again to begin plannmg for

enJoyed ',vorking with

with

you

aga1n

th1:1

you

laat year·

year.

The

ttie HOSTS Reaaing Progr·arn.

and

re:iults

we ar·e t)opmg we can won

of

tt)e

ena-of-the-year

ahowed very good reading growth with most of tr,e students .
was

much better

approact,.

testing

The grovnr,

than we've seen in pa:it year·s - u,11ng tne smail groLIP

In addition to increasing reading sl,ills. the one-on-one had the

advantage of helping

the students' self-esteem and emotional well-oe1ng.

Thank you for a Job we II don el
If
t1rne::1

you

wollld 111<.e

you 'd Ilise to
If

writing

the

9:35 and

to

tutor .

you t)ave

tutor

this

You're welcome to
a :ipecitic

time

session b':,I your morning or·

10:15 sessions

year. please indicate oelow

will

mostly

be

tutor as rr,anlj eo>.ss1ons "'~

preference -

please 1na1cate oy

afternoon preference .
filled

whict·,

The 6:55.

oy student tutors so wed

encourage you to sigrr up at a11ott1er time: if pos::.1t.le.

Please schedule me . - - - - - - - - - -- - -· tor a HOSTS Tutor on:
Your Name

11on. A.M._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tues. P.M._ _ __ _ _ __ __

Mon P.M. _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

Tues. P.M. _ _ __ _ _ __ __

Wees. A.M.____ _____
Weds. P.M. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Thurs. A.M._________
Thurs . P.M._ _ _ __ _ __ _

If you prefer a certain time
ses:iion or sessions yull prefer.

A.M.

8:55 - 9:25

9::35 - 10:00
10:15 - 10:45
10: ;;5 - 11:05
11:00 - 11:30

,n

the

A.M. or

P.M .. please write

in

the

P.M.

12:-4 0 - l:l(J
12:55 - 1:25
1:25 - 1:55
2:15 - 2:45
2:45 - 3: 15

If uou can indicate a 1st. 2nd . 3rd cr,oice - 1t , -11\l mai..e 1t much ea:iier
for us to schedule tutors \-1 1th stuaents .
Plea:ie n,~pvn.:l o::. 50.:,r, "'"'
po:isible .
You rnay call us if you prefer - 786-2881.
uOur training
session will De i"lon. , Sept. H. at 10:00 in the HOS TS Rm " IS
Gr·atcfulllJ,
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Prosser HOSTS is a reading program that teaches the basic
reading skills in a one-on-one setting to third, fourth and fifth
graders at Prosser Heights El~mentary School .
The tutors are
supervised by a reading specialist.
After individual diagnostic
testing, the specialist designs an individual program to meet each
child's needs .
If you'd like to tutor a child for 1/2 to 1 hour a week, please
complete the form below and send it to•
Emilee Solomon
HOSTS Supervisor
Prosser Heights Elem. School

If you can indicate a 1st, 2nd, I 3rd choice - it will make it much
easier for us to schedule tutors with students .
Please call me at
if you have any quest i ons.
Please schedule me,

for a HOSTS
---------------------------'
---- - ----------- - ---------- Add r e s s
------------- --------------Phone
p.
12,40 12 , 55 1•25 2, 11:3 2, 40 -

A. 11 .
8•55 - 9•25
9,35 - 10 , 00
10 I 40 - 11 ' 10
11 • 00 - 11•30

GRATEFULLY
Emilee Solomon

Please note: A telephone number has been redacted due to privacy concerns.

1'1.

1•10
1 , 25
1 • 55
2, 413
3 , 10

Tut o r o n :

APPENDIX B
Training

114
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HOSTS READING PROGRAM
Tutor Feedback

Name (optional)
Please take a few minutes to fill out this survey and then turn it in
to the HOSTS teacher. The information you supply will be used in
planning for the HOSTS Reading Program.
l.

How do you feel about tutoring?
(1)

2.

Excellent

(2) Good

(3)

Fair

(4) Poor

How do you feel about the training you received?
(1) Excellent

(2)

Good

(3) Fair

(4) Poor

What are your additional needs?
Check all that interest you.
Tutor techniques in general
Motivation techniques
Disk techniques
Computer training
Tutor role
Understanding the lesson plan
Skill instruction tips
Other

3.

How are things going?
a)

With your student (personal relations).

( l)

Excellent

(2) Good

(3) Fair

(4) Poor
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HOSTS READING PROGRAM
Tutor Feedback
Page 2

4.

b)

With seeint student growth.

( 1)

Excellent

c)

With other tutors (sharing) .

( 1)

Excellent

d)

With the lesson plan (easy to follow).

( 1)

Excellent

e)

With support from the staff .

( 1)

Excellent

(2) Good

(2) Good

(2) Good

(2) Good

(3) Fair

( 4) Poor

(3) Fair

(4) Poor

(3) Fair

(4) Poor

Pair

(4) Poor

(3)

If the question you had hoped to read has not been asked, please
write it here and answer.
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___ __:l'__ -·-·· ..

50 vVays
to Say, "rm Proud ofYou!~
1. Wow!
l. Sharp!·
3. Groovy
4. Super!
5. Far out
6. Good job
7. Right onl
8. Terrific!

9.
10.
11.
12.

Beautiful
Marvelous
For sure!
Nice going

13. Fantastic!
14. Vcry good!

15. Much better
16. Keep it up!
17. Good for you
18. Out of sight
19. That's ng.ot!
20. That's clever
21. Exactly right
2.7~ Su p~or work
23. That's great!
24. Very cre2tivc
25. Good thinking
26. Excellent work
27. What good work!
28.
29.
30.
31.

Congratulations
Very interesting

That looks great
Now you've got it
32. You JOt it right! ·
33. That s really nice!
34. Thank you very much
35. I'm so proud of you
36. You're working hard
37. That's a good point
38. That was e:i.sy for you
39. This really pleases me
40. That's the nght answer
41. You're on the right track
42. Now you've fi&'Jred it out
43. You're really going to town
.44. I like the way you're working
45. Now you've got the hang of it
46. You're really paying attention
47 .. That's a very good observation
48. You 're really out doing yourself
49. I appreciate the way you're trying
SO. That's an irucresting poinc of view
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I

I .

INTEGRATION

I

·I
I

I

SEMANTIC MAPPING

Helps students anticipate the general content or
topic of a selection, activates relevant prior
knowledge, and sets a purpose for reading.
Integrates new information with familiar
information.

Activities
• Semantic Mapping (Webbing)
• Word Mapping

119

REPETITION AND
MEANINGFUL USE
WORD BANK

An organized method to "collect" and provide
additional encounters with new words.

Activities
• Vocabulary scripts
• List, label, group, categorize
• Alphabetizing
• Crossword puzzles
• Use In sentence ·

120

WORD BANK
WORKING WITH THE WORD BANK
TUTORS MAY:

1.

Choose _ _ words from student's free choice library
book or lesson activities.

2.

Have the student write each word on a small flash card.

3.
4.

Discuss the meaning of the word. (Use the context of the
sentence or the dictionary to find the meaning.)
Have the student make up a sentence using the word.

5.

Write the sentence on the back of the word card.

6.

Each time the student is able to read the word and use
the word in a sentence place a plus (+) on the bottom
of the word card.
·

7.

If the student is unable to read the word and use the
word in a sentence place a zero (0) on the bottom of
the word card.

8.

When the student earns three pluses (+++) in a row,
enter the word on the "Word Bank List•, numbering each
one. Have the student write a sentence, using the word,
in the Sentence column.

9.

If the student has three or more zeros in a row, please
notify the instructor.

121
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WORD BANK LIST
~r::NTENCI=~
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vocabulary Script
(using the word "ran" as an example)
1. You will learn a new word by reading the
sounds.
2. Read each sound and hold it as long as my finger
is under the letter or letters that go together.
Sound. (r - a - n)
3. Read (ran).
4. (Tutor uses the word in a sentence.) This helps
the student with meanings of the words.
5. Read (ran).
6. Spell and Read (r - a - n I ran)
7. Write, Spell and Read (ran/ran/ran)
8. Proof and correct.
9. Spell and say the word. (r - a - n I ran)

Vocabulary Script
(using the word "ran• as an example)

1. You will learn a new word by reading the

sounds.
2. Read each sound and hold it as long as my finger
is under the letter or letters that go together.
Sound. (r - a - n)
3. Read (ran).
4. (Tutor uses the word in a sentence.) This helps
the student with meanings of the words.
5. Read (ran).
6.' :spell and Read (r - a - n I ran)
7. Write, Spell and Read (ran/ran/ran)
8. Proof and correct.
9. Spell and say the word. (r - a - n I ran)
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COMPREHENSION TIPS
1.

Look over the story and
before you begin. Decide
what you hope to learn from the
story.
Preview.

~s

2.

Visualize.
head. while

Draw pictu:-es in your
I re N!ad:_ng,

YOU

3.

Predict, Try to i~~gine what will
~ n e x t in the story.

4.

Read with exoression,
punctuation mari<:s.

5.

Look for the r.,a·in idea. What is
the main point the author is ·
trying to tell you?

6,

Look for details.

,a:ch the

Ask yo:.irself

who, what, when,- w;,e~, ,,.-_ily ,-

f... -

how questions while you'r-e
reading:
7.

Rer-ead, \/hen you con't ~ully
~tRnrl somethin~ you've
read, read it over again.

8.

Learn new words. Use context
clues and the dictionary :o learn
meanings of new words.

9.

Enio~ yourself! Readi:ig is fun.
Imagine that you're a character in
the story!

10.

Swmnarize. Tell or write in your
own words what you read a.:iout.
Relate what you've read to your
own experiences.

..,-,..._
I
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SAMPLE 'lUIOR OIREX:T!OOS FOR SWDENI' FOWER
~

RIOlMNJ ELEMENI'AR'i, PORTLAND, OREJXN
SKI LL Sl'l:XIl'IC

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Tell your student the skill he/sre will 1oOrk un.
Explain the lesson directions to studeril.
Student reads lesson and writes ans,.crs.
Correcr. and discuss as.si9T\1'l!ra ·.,i th stt.'cient.
Record necessary information on lesson plan sh>c>l .

ORAL READING ( 5 mill. )

1.
2.
3.

4•

~.

i.ESS()N

VCC\131.Jl.ARY FOLDEH I 5 min . )

!<ecord date Md your nan-e
on the lesson plan sheet.
Mk child to begin reading
'-'hare hP./she finished last t ~ .
Help with unl<no.m •iords ard
strive for expressive reading.
(On occasion read every other
or every third page to stu:lent. )
Record pages read on lesson
plan sheet.
Whan 5 min. of oral reading ends.
praise stu:Jent!

l.

2.
3.
4.

S.

G.
·1.

Stufont will read ..ords on
vor-..abulary page orally to tutor .
Using .plastic overlay and lisco ~n.
wxlcrline unkna..11 ..ords ( 3 maximun).
Stt'dent writes unknown word(s) in
the vocabulaI)' folder.
Have student copy ..crd ) tines and
spell it as they write.
Review words in folder daily.
~'hen students are ccrnfortable wi th
all words, have th:!Jn read entire
p.:iyc, ( one word per S<'Cond ) .
Record on lessor, pl,1n sheet "'hen
~tu.:.lc11t Ci.!h rei'ld al J ""urdr. on p,.19 1.~ .

SKI LL SPl:X:l FlC

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Tell your student the skill he/she will loOrk un .
Explain the lesson directions t o scooer,t.
~"t:u:ient reads lesson and writes ans ..crs .
Correcr. anci discu.,s .. ~signTCr.t ;,i tl: student.
Record necess.ll')' information on lesson plan sreP.t.

ORAL READING ( 5 min. )

1.
2.
3.

4•

5.

LE&;()!~

!<ecord date Md your nare
on the lesson plan sheet.
Mk child to begin reading
'-'here M/she finished last t ~ .
Help with unl<nc,.,n •ionls and
strive for expressive reading.
(On occasion read every other
or every third page to stu:lent . )
Record pages re~ on lesson
plan sheet. ·
Whan 5 min. of oral reading ends,
praise stu:lent!

VCC\131.Jl.ARY FOLDEN ( 5 min . )

1.

2.
).
4.
S.

G.
·,.

Student will read words on
vor-..abulary page orally to tutor.
Using.plastic overlay and listo pen.
wxlerline unkno.m '-'Crds ( J maxi.mun).
Stt'dent writes unknown word(fl) in
the vocabulary folder.
Have student copy ..crd 1 tine:; and
spell it as they write.
Review words in folder daily.
~'hen stu:lcnts arc canfortoble with
all words, have them read entire
~ye, ( one word per seconrl ) .
Record on lcs5on pl ;in sheet when
:;t,dcnt eun re,Y1 ilJJ ...urdt. on FA'<JC~
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SAMPLE 1Ul\'.lR DIREX:l'ICNS FOR S'IUDENI' rornER
~1 OGDEN ELEl>1ENl'ARY,

VAN:OOVER. ' Wl\SHOOTCN

VOCABULARY FOLDER:
1.
2,

3.
4.
5.

6.

Student will read words on the Vocabulary List orally to the tutor.
The tutor will underline the unknown words. (Use plastic overlay and
listo pen.)
The tutor will write the unknown words on the index cards.
Review these word cards each day by following the Vocabulary Script
below.
When the student can read all of the word cards, have the student read
the entire Word Pare reading at least one word per second. Praise the
student!
When the student can read all of the words on the vocabulary sheet,
notify Miss Kitty or Mrs . Tretter .

VOCABULARY SCRIPT
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

&.
9.

You will learn a new word by reading the sounds.
Read each sound and hold it as long as •Y fingers are under the letter
or letters that go together. Sound. (r-a-n)
Read ( ran l .
(Tutor uses the word in a sentence.) This helps the student with
aeanings of the words .
Read (ran).
Spell and Read (r-a-n/ran).
Write, Spell and Read.
(ran/ran/ran)
Proof and correct .
Spell and Say. Look at me.
(r-a-n/ran)

ORAL READING AND WRITING FOLDER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Record the date and tutor naae on the ORAL READING SHEET.
Record the name of the book on the ORAL READING SHEET.
Tell the student the reading objective BEPORE readinr the book .
Help the student with unknown words and~e for expression and
fluency while reading the book aloud. (On occasion read every third
page to student.)
Record pages read on ORAL READING SHEET.
Using the reading objective. help the student to write a sentence
about the story they read . Use the lined paper provided in this
folder .
Praise the student!

LESSON PLAN
1.
2.
3.
4.

- GREEN

Tell your student the skill he/she will be working on.
Explain the lesson directions to your student. Student reads the
lesson and writes all answers . Correct and discuss assignaents with
student .
Review the skill with your student at the conclusion a! each activity .
Record necessary in!oraation on lesson plan sheet . Praise the
student I
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1.

What do you think ie the tutor'• IIOSt important function?

2.

What are BOIDe of the things you could do to ·aake a student feel better

about meeting you for the first time?
).

Why shouldn't you begin a lesson by saying, ''What would you like to do
today?"

4.

What would you do if a student didn't want to do the work prescribed for
that day?

5,

What would you do if a student refused to work with you?

6.

What c0111111ents could you make during a lesson that would make your
student feel good about his/her work?

7.

How would you handle peraonal infonaation given to you in confidence
by the student about his/her family?

8.

Your student has been making excellent progress and you want to reward
him/her but you aren't quite sure how.

9.

What could you do?

How does tutor behavior affect the child's performance?

(attendance, etc.)
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MENTOR/TUTOR RECIPE
Step 1

Tell them. Explain the skill to be learned. Use "keys" the essential points of the content that will form a memory
structure for future reference.

Step 2

Show them. Actually demonstrate the skill, Emphasize
the main points and answer questions. Stress the benefits
of using the "best way" to do the skill. This builds
credibility for you, the process and the total system.

Step 3

Have them show back. Have the student demonstrate
the skill. This provides the opportunity for immediate
feedback.

Step 4

Have them teach back. Have the student repeat the
process and actually teach it back to you. This provides
assurance that they understand the "what" and "why" of the
skill and builds commitment to properly execute the task.
We all know we learn best by teaching. As the student
teaches you, it further locks the learning into his or her
mind.

Step 5

Teach them how to evaluate. Show the student what
results are expected and evaluated. Encourage the student
to do his/her own evaluation and be accountable for his/her
own learning. Use this opportunity to be a "coach" and
praise those parts of the task which were done well. Let
them know we want to catch them doing things right.

The power of the mentor/tutor process is that it uses repetition and
immediate feedback. By allowing you to invest personal time in the
student, it helps you demonstrate your beliefs in action.
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PROPER PRAISING RECIPE
1. Be Immediate - Catch them doing something right, right
now!
2. Be Sincere - If you cannot be sincere, say nothing!

3. Be Specific - Concentrate on specifically what was done,
not generalities.

4. Show the Benefit - How does this effort help the student?
5. State Your Own Reaction - People want to know how you
really feel.
6. Ask If You Can Help - Offer your assistance. Don't order it!
* "Praise in Public, Correct in Private"
* "Put Power Into Your Praise - Positive, Proper Praising Will
Motivate High Performance!"
* "Teach the Way You Want To Be Taught Each of Us Wants
Positive, Sincere Praise From Our Own Teacher. Provide
Proper Praise For Your Own People".
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TEACHING STRATEGIES THAT WORK

1. Set a purpose for the lesson. Tell the
student what he/she Is to learn before you
begin.
2. Give clear directions. Make sure the
student knows YllllJ to do, as well as Yltly
they are doing It.
3. "Teach" the objective.
4. Review freq~entry.
S. Ask for help when needed.
6. Give Immediate feedback. Correct errors
as student works on acllvttles. Student
must leave the tutoring session with the
correct idea.
7. Be positive.
8. Be enthusiastic.
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HOSTS GRADING AND ATTENDANCE POLICIES
FOR HIGH SCHOOL TUTORS
Grade

-AB
C
D

F

Points
93-100
85-93

77-84
70-77
Below 70

Grade Evaluat i on
Attendance (50 points) - Notifying center when absent; presenting
absence slip on return.
Attitude (20 points) - Toward staff, child, responsibility to do
extra work.
Effectiveness of Tutoring (20 points) - Relationship to student;
preparation and teaching of lesson
Accuracy In Record Keeping (10 points)
Tardy (-2 points)
Excused Absence - Without notification (-2 points)
Unexcused Absence - Without notification (-5 points)
1.

Evaluation is based upon the tutor's attendance, attitude, effectiveness
of tutoring and accuracy in record keeping.

2.

High school tutors must be on time and remain until dismissal time.
Each tardy will lower your grade by 2 points.

3.

Students with absences must assume the responsibility of contacting the
reading teacher at the elementary school that he or she is serving. If
you are too sick to call the school, please request someone in your
family to do so. We depend on you!

~.

Failure of tutor to contact the reading teacher prior to his or her
absence: Reading teacher will council with the tutor.

S.

Excused absences without notifying center will deduct Z points from
grade. Unexcused absences will deduct 5 points.

6.

The
the
the
for

reading teacher has the authority to drop a tutor from the roll if
tutor does not abide by the foregoing requirements or live up to
HOSTS standard of conduct. Thus, the tutor would not receive credit
the course.
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LETTER TO THE PARENT OF A STUDENT TUTOR
To the parents of
Since September more than 40 tutors have been trained and have
helped more than SO students in reading on a one-to-one bests in
HOSTS.
has been one of those tutors. It is
very rewarding to be in a s c hool where so many caring people give
of themselves to help others.
The majority of our tutors are students in grades four through
nine, While the students that are being tutored benefit from
your child's attention, the tutor also matures and learns in this
experience. I would like to share with you some of the ways that
to grow during the year:
I expect
a change in attitude from "What I like or want.", to "What
can I do?";
an honest recognition of his own knowledge or lack of
knowledge and a true desire to learn;
improved communication skills;
improved organization of time and materials;
expanded awareness of accurate record keeping as
sees his role in the total progr•m:
increased willingness to accept responsibility for his own
behavior Ann t.he beha vior of the student he works with;
intensified perception of the value of maintaining order;
moving from a dependent position to one of leadership;
growing bonds of friendship between
and
the student he works with;
an increased sense of responsibility for his student's
welfare;
increased tolerance of another person's behavior, needs, end
frustrations; and
reinforcement and strengthening of
'sown
reading skills--we all learn as we teach.
In closing, I want to thank all tutors for their hours and hours
of help. Each has helped to make our students better readers and
to feel better about themselves.
As a parent, I would hope that
you are as proud of
as I am. It has been
a joy to work with all of these fine young people.
Sincerely,
HOSTS, Reading Teacher

CROSS-Ara TUIDR SELF CHECX

N.*1E OF STlDENI':

EVALUATION IDRM
CHECK SHEE:l'

AM

Enthusiastic
Interested
Average

Somewhat indifferent

Not interested

D O I N C:'

Looks best at all times
Usually pleasing
Satisfactory
Careless, unkept
Needs to ~rove greatly

ADAf'l'ABillT'l

INITIATIVE

Takes hold readily
AfxJve average
Goes ahead reasonably well
Sanewhat lacking
Lazy

ABILITY TO U'.ARN

Grasps ideas very quickly
Above average
Average
Rather slow to learn
Very slow

Adjusts easily--well liked
Good worker

Cooperates satisfaacorily
Has difficulty \,'Ork.ing with others
Antagonizes ochers

DEPENDABII..ITY

Entirely dependable
Usually meecs ubllg<1U.uui;
Sacisfaccory
Scxnetimes neglectful or forgetful
lhreliable

SlMiARY: Overall evaluacion of yourself

QUALITY OF IDRK

OursrANDING

Excellent
AfxJve average
Satisfactory
Below average
Very poor

==

I

~

l'.DlERAL APPEARANCE

ATIITUDE AND INl'ERESl'

Regular
Irregular

------------

PlACEl1ENI': _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
"H O W

ATI'ENDANCE

usr

VERY

cron

cron

FAIR
RXlR

PUNCTUALITY
Regular
Irregular

==

ADDITIONAL CDM1ENfS:
EV.AWATION MADE BY:

DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

~
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s·ruDENT TlfrOR CONTHACT

I , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _have agreed t o serve
name
as a HOSTS tutor. I would like to help a stuci~nt learn
to read better during the months

of --------

-------- --- -- --- --- -at

~ ·c !~ck.

I realize my cons istent attendance on the day s ar,d

time I promised to help is very important. If I ;m
unable to come in to work with my assigned student,
I will call the reading center at - - - -- -- -

tutor

parent sig nature

reading specialist
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CCTOBER

1988

WINNING Wlffl PF.OPLE, OOR 'IUl'ORS!
HIG! SOlCOL 'lUl'ORS

ADULT VOL!Jm'EER.S ( *Newccrrers)
Collin Karthauser
Suzi Brown
Harriet Heintz
Ernie Troerne!
Pam Pineda
Tarnny Castilleja
Ann Adams*

Myrna Lee*
Pat Laffey
Ellen Pedersai
Isabelle Vigil
Kathy l<arthauser
Terry Marden
Irene Clore
Karen Taylor
Millie Zirnnennan
Mary Juzeler
·Leona Gagner
Loraine Siles

Robyn Barnhart
Pat Krahn*
Grace Kelly
Karen Flores
Phyllis Reeves*
Rosie Riojas•
Marlene Abshire
Surli 8allard
Karen Macy
· Sue Roy*
Sherri~·
Margaret Traver
Oelayne Blakely
Fran Housel
Peggy Headley*

Halloween is caning.

Helen Miller
Joanne Porter•
Tarnny Cline*
!lava

you

Coral Jones, Chris Roy, and Oliver Brulotte

MIDDLE SCHOOL 'lUl'ORS
Jenny Sardessono, MT'/ Roach, Sam Korslund,
Robert Mendoza, Shane Stroh, Juan Urbina, Jeb Knox,
Justin M.lrphey, Trisha Dodgson, Tanmy Bakeman

FIFTH GRADE 'IUroRS
Raquel sabala, Hilary Martin, Erin Ross, Shana Wolf,
Cindy Garcia, Jeremy SrcMn, Jesse CCIIC,
Jesalyn Landa, Matt Hoefer, Toby Ripplinger,
Filiberto Clara, Tracy Clary, Cole Perkins, Paul Barr,
Amanda Yager, Marcie t-tlsier, Pina Martin, Nancy Flores,
Stephanie Collins, Wade Stanton, Kevin Rosenfield

got your costure ready?

GR1IB BAG
The grab bag has been a great
incentive for our students. We
11elcare all lcind.s of dooations.
Thank you Mary Juzeler for the
stickers.

No?

Setter get with it!I

HELP!

IMPORTANI' DATE'S

We are in need of rrore
tutors for the rrcrning and

Wednesday afternoon. If you
know of any organizations or
people 'l.e can contact, please
call 786-2881 and let us know.

Oct. 28 - Carnival at
Prosser Heights fran
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
SEE YOO 'l1lERE ! I
Oct. 31 - Halloween Night ,
Rernerrt)er the children will I
be out triclc~r-treating. j

IDEAS FOR VOCABULARY S'nJDY
Hake 2 sets of flash cards (duplicated set) so that you can play concentration garre with

student.
Play "Hangnan" with flash cards.
Keep fuish cards all togeth3r:-don't send heme.

We'll give
Then ~ 'n give you a .gmneboard. Student spins, takes that
Reads ·the words. l'tNes the nmt>er of spaces for the nurtler
correctly. One could ask for word pronounced in a sentence
another student.

you an envelope for them.
11urber of carqs strwi_on.•spinner.
of word cards prooounced ·
too. This 1'IOUld be fm to do with

Tutors, you're doing an excellent jobll! It's fun to see all of the positive weys YoU work
with your students. It seems to care naturally. Just a few of the positives I've seen this
year are: having student reread for fluency, being warm and friendly, showing interest and
enthusiasm for the reading material, saying positives - praising when deserved, ..or-king with
the student in the dictionary with his/her flash cards, using the "Vocabulary Script" steps to
teach words, etc. 'lWINK YOO I
'lllANK YOU I
'lllANK YOU I
THANK YOO I !
fflANK YOJ ! !
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.

HOSTS .:

TUTO-R
HANDBOOK
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HOSTS

Dear HOSTS Tutors:
I am looking forward to working with all of you.

Last year was highly

successful because of all of the dedicated tutors.

I have new ideaa for this school year.
will be action oriented.
curriculUlll resources,

I nave ordered many new materials to add to our

I ordered things tbat would be stimulating to the

students, interesting, and fun.

Each year I have set a goal to up~ade

a different segment of the program.
new

children's books.

The vocabulary section of the lesson

TI!.is year we have added

S0118

magnificent

I hav~ also added new comprehension materials for

l-6th grades.

TI!.a appearance of the ro011 has also bean modernized.

Coma in and see.

I have very high expectations for the HOSTS students.

I knov if we work

together we can help each student reach his/her reading potential.

Sincerely,

Patricia Duggan
HOSTS Instructor
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- - --··- - - - - -- - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - There's no mystery about HOSTS-it works

-·
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Ways to say "Good for you"

A little praise goes a long ways.

Here are some suggestions.

That's really nice.

Thank you for •••••••••••

Thank you vary much.

Marvelous

Wowl

Impresaiva

That's graat.

You'ra right on track now.

I like th• vay you'r• working.

John got right dovn to work.

Keep up the good vork.

It looks lika you put a lot of work

Evaryona's working so bard.

into this.

That's quite an improv-nt.

That's clever.

Much battar.

Vary creativ..

IC.Hp

Good Ch1nlting.

it Up,

It's a pleasure to teach when you work like this.

That's the right an.svar.

Good job.

Super.

You raally outdid yourself today.

Exactly right.

Thia kind of work plaaHs -

Nica going.

vary much.

Congratulatio111.

You 11111k• it look easy.

Good for you.

That's going very nicaly.

Tarrific.

You've got it now.

I bet your Moa and Dad would be proud
to sea the job you did on this.
Beautiful
I'm vary proud of the way you worked today.
Excallant work.
I appreciata your help.
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YOUll ROLE AND WHAT YOU DO

. - - -- . .--'"'===··'"'-~-.=:-.-,.-:..:,:.•-:-.--,-- - 1. Sign in every day!
For auu:illlum success
prompe· in attendance.

you. need to be faithful and

If you nead to be absent please let us know

in advance (673-5225 .ext. 32).
2.

Ba firm and keep the student on task.

3.

Work with your student on materials and activities assigned by the reading
specialist.

4.

Tak.a out the green sheet and (daily plan) and write in the date and
your nama in the correct columns.

5.

Tall your student wb&t objective or skill you will be working on , *************

6.

Begin working with your studant •••• all the materials should be .. in your

folder or at your dask.

Matariala are numbered on the outside cover

or in the right band corner of the paper.
7.

Encourage and praise your student when they d: S0llleth1ng wall.

8.

Be sure to check off what you have completed.
and you

9.

b,Y lr.aepiDg

Thia helps the next tutor

all the records straight.

Write c,,_nts if you wish.

10. Feel free to call on us for assistance and even ask your student to help
as ha/she knows the systaa.

ll. Express concern for your student and be interested in hill/her.

1~2

Ruman Relation•

Remember that the student you'il be working with has a reading problem and
the be/she is a special person to you, receiving special attention.
Don't

be afraid to talk with your student and CO!lltJliment his/her appearance,

actions or performance on a task. (~ avoid entering into a conversation
with the student, criticizing the teacher or principal.

Kaap

your student

on taek).

Co111111UI1:ication ia the name of the game.

You're an important part

of a

team

effort, along with the principal,. reading specialist, aide, and teachers, and
if for some reaaon a proble111 arisea, let the HOSTS specialist know.

FOR YOUR SUCCISSllllllllll
l.

Take time to get acquainted.

2.

Be sure to begin each leaaon by stating the objective.

J.

Give po1itive praise.

4.

Ask the student to evaluate the seaaion too.

S.

C0111111nicata to ua any proble1111, needa, or ideaa.

6.

Enjoy yourself.

Tall the student good thinga about himself.

It's contagioual
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Basal Reader

A reading b?ok designed ror a spec:i!ic gr:ide level

Basic S1J!ht Word

Often ~e of the 220 words !'rom Dolch Sight :lord Voc:abulu-,

Blend Cambinat.ica:s of t\fo or three letters blended together into sound:l While
the :sowid:s of tha 1nd1v1r!Wll lettars. (er 1n crayon, pl 1n plate)

'it1II" retaining

Coruscmant All of the letten of th. alphabet that are not VC\Mtls
D1graoh Two voweu, or two consClllalla that represent a :single sound
(sh, th, ck, oa, ea)
-

D1ptho'c!· A ccmb:1nat1oa of two vowel letters t.'lat are both heard 1n malc!ng a
:SCWld ow a.:s 1n c:ow, and O'f 1n boy)
•
.
.
Phonics 1 letter :sOUDd relaticn:sbip applied to the taac:bi.ng of reading•
Phono:;rams ~ord families lllce ~t, rat, pat, :sat;
~

.

Jlhyaing words

A wrd part attathed to the begim:ing of. a word

llhyming Words Words that ha'Je the same vowel and
or may cot be spelled the same (:say and weigh)

end1na
• •

:sound:s. 'they ca.7
.

Jlooti-lords Th• cent.- 01" base to wbich pretixU, sutnxes, and e11c11ngs U'9
addl!d. for example, play,' is the ~ t 'IIOZ"d in playing,. played, playw, and playep.

~ A. wrd part that 1.s addeci ta. th• end of a wrd.
Syll.able
~

A wl"d or part of a IIOl"d in 1fflidi i. 90IMl. 1:s ha.rd
.

- A, ! 1 I, 0 1 and U

.
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FIRE DRILL:
Leove your moter1ols on the toble! Colmly
get up end walk w1 th your student out the
front door of the school. The alternate route
is out the East end door of the school.

TUTOR TIMES:
\
Monday through Thursday from B:30 unt11
11:00. Each tutor1ng session 1s 30 minutes
long.

PHONE:

Our phone number is (206) 673-5225.

RESTROOMS:
The men's restroom Is located next to the off.ice.
The womem·s restroom ls located next to the faculty.
Vou mey also use the Intermediate restrooms across
from the office.

COATS ETC:
Coats, purses, ond personal belongings may be
put 1n the closet next to chalkboard. Vour purse
may be kept with you If you are more comfortoble
with this arrangement.

FOOD:
Feel free to help yourself to coffee or teo
if there is hot water. You mey want to br1ng
your own mug. You may also find cookies or
other goodies near the coffee. These are for
you before and/or after you tutor your student(s).
We ask that you not share thasa with tha students.
Wa..f1nd that food ls a problem with children, so
we reserve spacial treats for days when we
prov1da something for everyone.

•
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WELCOME
I
I

'

HOSTS

TUTORS!

IC•
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Dear Tutors:
Welcome to the H.O.S.T.S. (Help One Student
To Succeed)
Program at Prosser Heights
Elementary.
\'le
hope
your
H.O.S.T.S.
experience is a rewarding one.
The tutor's
interest and enthusiasm may be the single
most important part of success in learning.
We hope this handbook is helpful to you.
It
is
not
intended
to
make
tutoring
complicated,
but rather to serve as a
resource book with information for tutors.
Don't hesitate to ask for help from either
of us - that's what we're here for.
If you
need to contact us, please call t~e Prosser
Heights
Schonl
H.O : S.T.S.
center
at 786-2881.
Sincerely,

Emilee Solomon

Linda Cervantez

INTRODUCTION TO H.O.S.T.S
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The Prosser School District has implemented a highly successful
program to help students in grades 3-5 who are having reading
problems.
It's called H.0.5.T.S. (Help One Student To Succeed).

HOSTS classes HELP kids learn to read .
A key
factor in HOSTS is the use of volunteer tutors
from the community and high school ... without whom
the program could not succeed .

HOSTS classes give students the OPPORTUNITY to
have individual help in reading one half hour a
day for four days a week. Students read in their
individual classrooms in addition to attending
HOSTS classes .

HOSTS classes make students feel SUCCESSFUL in
reading.
Individual daily lessons are prepared
by the reading teacher for the tutors to use with
the students.
When students work individually
with a tutor, competition with classroom peers is
eliminated and the student can feel relaxed and
secure with the reading lesson.

HOSTS classes are staffed by a trained reading
teacher and aide.
TUTORS work individually with
the students for 30 minute lessons.
TUTORS are
trained to use a variety of materials in the
center.

HOSTS classes are STRUCTURED and organized.
The
reading teachers have specific responsibilities
to prepare student lessons and supervise tutoring
sessions.
HOSTS
classes
have
a
positive
atmosphere.
HOSTS classes are supported by the
administrative staff and the regular classroom
teachers.
HOSTS classes are an extension of the
regular reading curriculum.
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TIPS FOR TUTORS
A HOSTS center is a busy place, so we appreciate
our tutors who arrive on time and who call ahead
when emergencies or illnesses arise.

Do you know the telephone number of the HOSTS room?
786-2881

Looking Over The Lesson
We like tutors to ask questions about
skills and materials before students
arrive.

In the classroom, the volunteer will
be working closely with the teach~r.

The teacher is responsible for the
content and technique of instruction.

W\\O 15

RESP0~18U:
Fo~
7
Dl~PUNE·

-WM£ TIAC.IIIA•••
is responsible for maintaining classroom
control even though other adults may be
working with children in the HOSTS
center.
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DAILY PROCEDURE OF TUTORS
Look at the green sheet as soon as you come in.
If the
assignment for today is a Game (G975.36) or Software (S18.00,
computer lesson), do the game or software lessons instead of the
usual HOSTS lesson plan:
1)
2)
3)

Oral Reading
Vocabulary Study
Green Sheet - skill work

ORAL READING
Take turns reading. Student can read one page or paragraph
and tutor reads the other.
Encourage student to summarize
story into one sentence and have him/her write this
sentence.
Ask comprehension questions such as:
1 ),
2)
3)
4)
5)

Who are the people in the story?
Is this story happy or sad? Why?
Where does the story take place?
When does the story take place?
(past, present,
future)
What makes you think so?
If you were writing this story would you have
written it differently? How? Why?

You need not ask all of these questions everyday.
to include your own qu~otiono.

Feel free

VOCABULARY STUDY
Ask the student to read the word cards and draw a star on
the cards
for each word the student says correctly.
Whenever you print the word cards, take time to have the
student use the dictionary for locating the meanings of
those words that your studnet cannot define.
GREEN SHEET
1)
2)
3)
4)

Please make sure the materials match the skills they
are planned for.
Explain to the child the skill he/she is working on,
today.
Be sure to cross out the completed assignment.
Don't forget to comment on that child's work for the
day.
Your comments are essential in helping us assess
that child's progress, problems, and limitations.

When you don't understand an assignment or anything else
about the lesson feel free to ask either Mrs. Solomon or
Mrs. Cervantes.
Always end the tutor time with a word of
praise or encouragement.
REMEMBER
Without you this program would not be possible.
Our kids
NEED YOU!
So "THANK YOU" for being you and being here!
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THE TUTOR'S ROLE
1.

To work vith individual students on materials or activities prescribed by
the HOSTS specialist and to assist students with specific skill needs.

2.

To help build a positive self-image by being positive and supportive so
iawl•nu ian 1njoy learnin~.

3.

To follov directions and provide feedback on student perfonnance.

4.

To be faithful and prompt in attendance.

15~

HUKAN RELATIONS

Remember that the student you'll be vorking vith has a reading problem and
that he/she is a special person to you, receiving 1pecial attention.

Greet

the student as a friend and develop an empathy or sensitivity to him/her vhich
shovs that you genuinely care .

Don't be afraid to talk vith your student

and compliment him/her on appearance, actions or performance of a task.

(.Q2_ avoid entering into a conversation vith the student, criticizing the
teacher or principal .

Keep your student on task.}

Take an interest in the student, finding out what his/her hobbies or likes
and dislikes are.
his/her

Let the child know ~hat you are there to help with

reading and chat you'll be working vith him/her on

A

specific

reading lesson once each veek.

Communication is the name of the game.

You ' re an important part of a ~

effort, along vith the principal, reading specialise, aide, and teachers, and
if for some reason a problem arises, let the HOSTS specialist know.
problems nol"lllally get solved.
the damage.

The big

It's the little persistent ones that cause
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WAYS TO SAY "GOOD FOR YOU"
by Edward S. Kubany

EVERYONE KNOWS that a little praise
goes a long way in any classroom.
But "a little praise" really needs
to be something more than the same
few phrases repeated over and over
ad nauseam. Your students need
more than the traditional "Good,"
"Very good" and "Fine" if encouragement is in the cards. Here are some
additional possibilities:
That's really nice.
Thank you very much.
Wow!
That's great.
I like the way you're working.
Keep up the good work.
Everyone's working so hard.
That's quite an improvement.
Much better.
Keep it up.
lt's a pleasure to teach when you
work like this,
Good job.
What neat work.
You really outdid yourself today.
This kind of work pleases me
very much.
Congratulations. You only
missed
That's ri~Good for you.
Terrific.
I bet your Mom and Dad would be
proud to see the job you did
on this.
lleautiful.
['m very proud of the way you
worked (are working) today.
Excellent work.
l appreciate your help.
Very good. Why don't you show
the class?
Thank you for (sitting down,
being quiet, getting right

to work, etc.)
Marvelous.
Groovy.
Right on.

For sure.
Sharp.
That looks like it's going to be a
great report.
I like the way Tom is working.
My goodness, how impressive!
You're on the right track now.
That's "A" -work.
John is in line.
Mary is waiting quietly.
Dickie got right down co work.
Ann is paying attention.
It looks like you put a lot of work
into this.
That's clever.
Very creative.
Very interesting.
Good thinking.
That's an interesting way of looking
at it.
Now you've figured it out.
Clifford has it.
Tha~ 's cha right anowcr.
Now you've got the hang of it.
Exactly right.
Super.
Superior work.
That's a good point.
That's a very good observation.
That certainly is one way of looking
at it.
That's an interesting point of view.
Thank you for raising your hand.
Charles. What is it?
Sherrie is really going to town.
You've got it now .
Out of sight.
Nice going.
Far out.
You make it look easy.
That's coming along nicely.
I like the way Bill (the class) has
settled down.

TRIBUTE TO TUTORS
By Darrell Brandenberg
Principal, Vancouver, Washington

I COULD HAVE

I could have finished my shopping,
Or gotten the laundry done.
I could have taken a trip,
And had a lot of fun.
I could have watched a game show,
Or. visited with a friend.
I could have balanced by checkbook,
Or brought the yard work to an end.
But, I used my precious time
In a very special way.
I helped a child
Learn to read today.
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ARLINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 16

P.O.BOX 309
GOO EAST 1ST STREET
ARLINGTON, WASHINGTON 98:zT.I.0:109

l20II ~2158

Dear HOSTS Volunteer,
On behalf of the staff here at Presidents Elementary School, I would
like to welcome you. We believe in having citizens from the community
as involved participants in the education of our children. HOSTS provides
an excellent opportunity for you to contribute to the success of our young
students.
HOSTS is beginning its fourth year at our newly named school. The
program has proven to be an effective means of providing a sound reading
foundation for our children at risk. The one-to-one emphasis provides
an efficient vehicle tailored to meet the needs of•each child on an individual
basis. By volunteering your time, love, and talent, you can assist us
in achievinq the best for our students, You are a member of a conmunity
team striving for a conmon goal ••• quality education for our future generation.
We hope your association with HOSTS is a positive, rewarding experience
and we look forward to seeing you throughout the school year.
Thank you for your contribution.
Sincere! y,

Ms. Deannie Dunbar, Principal
Presidents Elemetary School

DD:pls
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A Call To Serve
Last month I had the opportunity to meet President Bush and his charming wife, Dilrbilra, in New York City. Buth uf tln:111 art! dt!t!ply t:oncerned about
the problem of illiteracy ~nd are committed to eradicating it. The President
unveiled his education initiative entitled "A Thousand Points of Light." Little did I realize when I ac~epted his invitation to attend the luncheon and news
conference that I would be one of four individuals selected to meet him. As
I soon discovered, the l>tesident is looking for programs that will serve as
national models for his education initiative and HOSTS is one of those programs being proposed. A:s I listened to what the President was outlining, I
couldn't help getting excited. ,It was like he was reading a text prepared by
HOSTS Corporation.
He issued a call to action for all Americans to serve children by developing plans and strategies for greater involvement in schools, specifically mentoring programs in. reading and math. He gave numerous examples of how
his life had been impacted by mentors and described them in the following
manner:
• Caring and supportive
• Encouragers and givers of hope
• Willing to help and share knowledge and skills
As the President spoke, it became clear that his vision for improving the
quality of education in America rested with mobilizing and utilizing the greatest
and most powerful resource this country has. "its people" to help students
to succeed. It also became clear ,why I was there and how much of the path
that you (HOSTS teachers. administrators and aides) have blazed. Your efforts and contributions will impact hundreds of thousands of children in the
future as HOSTS continues to ·grow. Thank you for your servants· hearts.
God Bless.

Bill Gibbons

Please note: A signature on this page has been redacted due to security concerns.
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Total enrollaent in ~rades kindercarten, first, and
second is 750 pupila.
The school is divided into% win~s, Washineton on the
north and Lincoln on the south side of the caapus. Each
win~ has about 5 classes at each level. HOSTS draws
students from both win~s.
We draw students fro• a larce ceo~raphical area. The
school district boundaries stretch east to Oso, north to the
county line, west to Silvana and the Happy Valley area, and
south to E~ecoab and Sisco Heichts.
More than 95% of our pupils are Caucasian. Very few
would be counted as ainority students. We have "a hand
full" of Hispanic, Allerican Indian, Oriental, and Black
pupils. Each student brin~s a unique cultural beritace to
our school.
More than 80% of our pupils are bused to school.
Our students attend school fro• 9:10 AM to 3:30 PM
daily with kindercarten children attendin~ every other day.
The Presidents Eleaentary School address is 415 N.
French Av., Arlin~ton, Wash. 98%23. Our office phone nwaber
is 435-5528.
Children's need~ come first when we aake decisions
affectinc our school.
We are proud of our school, our staff, and our
students I

,/'
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PRESIDENTS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STAF~
KINDERGARTEN

ROOM SPECIAL PROGRAMS

LINCOLN WING:
Mrs. Johnson T /TH

L12
L12
L13
L14

Mrs. Hucenthal M/W-i(TH
Mrs. Gordon M/W-T/TH
WASHINGTON WING:
Ms. Christoterson M/W-T /TH
Ms. Brown M/W-T/TH
Mrs. Younger T(TH

W2
W3

Mrs. Uoyd
Ms. Corella
Ms. Kelley
Ms. Welsn
Ms. Peery

W12
W14
W15
W30 (Portable)
W32 (Portable)

CHAPTER I
Mr. Baylor
Mr5. Cole

FIRST GRADE

ACTIVITY COORDINATORS
Mr. Long
ROOM Mrs. Matheson
Ms. Lura

Lincoln Wing:
Mrs. Harris
Miss Olin
Mrs. Clark
Mrs. Gilmore
Mrs. Jenft
Mrs. Barber
Mrs. Duffy

L3
L4
LS
LB
L9
L10
L11

Washington Wing:
Mrs. Ga11i
Mrs. Jacobsen
Ms. Turk
Mrs. Moa-Walsh
Mrs. Fay
SECOND GR.A.DE

W4

ws

W7
WS

W9
ROOM

Lincoln Wing:
Mr. Waite
Mrs. Eilingtcn-Reith
Mrs. Imboden
Miss Sinclair
Washington Wing:
Mrs. Conrad
Mrs. Adams/Maguire
Ms. Weller
Mrs. Jefferson
Mr. Giono

L1

L2
LS
L7
W6

W10
W11

W13
W16

2

ROOM

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CENTER
(Library)
Mrs. Walker
PSYCHOLOGIST
Mr. Helt
Roosevelt Bldg.
COMMUNICATION DISORDER SPECIALIS i'!,
Mr. Kariberg/Mrs. Harrison
W31
Mrs. Wright
W31
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
Ms. Shia
Ms. Wicken
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EXIT

STOIIAGZ
ROOM

MULTI-PURPOSE

lltlllENTRAL
ltDG.

ROOM

BOYS GI:RLS
RESTIU:ST- ROOM
ROOM

1

I.13
MRS. DEB

,Ll4

MRS. TINA

GORDON
KDG.

Lll

I.12

MRS. BONNIE
JOHNSON and

,.
:,;:

--~
4
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ARLINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
CALE~DAR fOR l989-90

OCTOBER
l'

6
IS
20
27

HOSTS Tutor Schedule

(21)
NOVEliBER
1,/
T

Qi
M

T

M

DECEl1BER
T
w T

J

l

H , 14

F
10
17
V

l

~8@
CU)

[£,,~

~<ffi&Bcffi
18
H

19
V

M

T

FtBRUARY

M

H

@

r

,,.

to

l

7

8

F

20
V
(14)

MARCH
W

2
9

16
23

(19)

Iii
3

4

0
27

2
28

<~~)

V
V

F
l
8
15
V
V

JA.'IUARY
--',/--

M

F

5

(j)

12
19
26

H

@

s
AP!lIL

f

M

T

2
9
16
23
30

"

V

\/
V

T

F

V

V

111;

13

20
27

0

(16)

MAY
M
4

cffi

11

18
25

21

If school must be cancelled because of snow, the
District may use January 29 as a make-up day.
You will be notified if that is the case.

H

HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS
September 4
September 6
October 13
November 13
November 23-24

Dec 21-Jan l
H
V
IS
S

Labor Day
School Begins
Stace Curriculum
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Holiday
Winter Break

Holiday
Vacation
In Service
Seme·scer

January 15
January 29
February 19
April 2-6
May 2B
June 13

Martin Luther King
Semester Break
Presidents' Day
Spring Break
:iemorial Day
End of School
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H.O.S.T.S. Staff

Office of Special Pro9rams
Mrs. Shirley Case, Director
Mrs. Charlotte Rusko, Secretary
Mrs. Patty Chatterton, Secretary
Presidents Primary School
Na. Deannie Dunbar, Principal

Mrs. Loy Schaaf, Assistant Principal
Mrs. Sharon Kro9en, Secretary
Mrs. Skip Smith, Secretary
HOSTS/Chapter 1 Per3onnel
Mr. Steve Ba7lor, Teacher
Hrs. Fran Cole, Teacher
Mrs. Pat Shipley, Aide
Mrs. Geri Reser, Aide
Mr, Bob Nathan, Volunteer tutor co-ordinator
Mr3. Barb Lloyd, Volunteer tutor assistant

6
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OVERVIEW
Because students in need of reading help have often
experienced repeated failures---leading in many instances
to poor self-esteem and negative attitudes regarding
school, teachers or peers---your task as a tutor is
especially challenging.

In HOSTS, the reading special-

ist recognizes the uniqueness of each student and prepares
a reading plan tailored to that student's needs.

Your

job as a tutor is to carry out this prescribed plan and
to report the results to the specialist.

When instruction is geared to meet the 'specific needs
,mtl .r;wad.in~ lwvwl uf wo1.1.:ll i,;tudwnt,

and wliwn .i.m,l:.~u1.:t..i.u11

is on a one-to-one basis with continuous monitoring of
each task, then learning will occur.

THE TUTOR'S ROLE

1.

To work with individual students on materials or
activities prescribed by the HOSTS specialist and
to assist students with specific skill needs.

2.

To help build a positive self-image by being positive
and supportive so students can enjoy learning.

3.

To follow directions and provide feedback on student
·performance.

4.

To be faithful and prompt in attendance.
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HUMAN RELATIONS
Remember that the student you'll be working with has a
reading problem and that he/she is a special person to
you, receiving special attention. Greet the student as
a friend and develop an empathy or sensitivity to him/her
which shows that you genuinely care. Don't be afraid to
talk with your student and compliment him/her on appearance, actions or performance of a task. (Do avoid
entering into a conversation with the student, criticizing
the teacher or principal. Keep your student on task.)
Take an interest in the student, finding out what his/her
hobbies or likes and dislikes are. Let the child know
that you are there to help with his/her reading and that
you'll be working with him/her on a specific reading
lesson once each week.
Communication is the name of the game. You're an important part of a team effort, along with the principal,
reading specialist, aide, and teachers, and if for some
reason a problem arises, let the HOSTS specialist know.
The big problems normally get solved. It's the litte
persistent ones that cause the damage.
GIFT GIVING

In past years we have had a few problems with gift giving.
You will develop a close attachment to your child over
the year and may want to give your student candy or a gift.
We would like to discourage you from giving gifts for the
following reasons •••
1. You may make other tutors feel uncomfortable that
they did not give a gift to their students . .
2. You may make other students feel that they are not
worthy to receive a gift.
3. The religion of some of our families precludes the
receiving of gifts.
4. Candy can raise a child's glucose level and affect
his/her ability to work.
The only exception would be at Valentine's Day. You may
give your child a small card as an expression of your love,
but you are by no means required to do so. Check with your
child first to make sure they can recieve Valentines.
Remember that you are already giving your child a gift just
by being here. We welcome your presence, but not your
presents.

8
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ABSENCE
If you will be unable to tutor, let us know as soon as possible so
we can arrange for a substitute.

CALL

435-3548

Weekdays

8:30 - 4:00

SNOW DAYS
If the weather is such that the schools must be closed, tutoring
will also be cancelled for that date.
If school begins one hour late, then tutor sessions before 10:00 a.m.
will be cancelled.
School closure information will be given over the radio.
ing stations will give out the information:

KRKO

1380

A,.~

KWYZ

1210

AM

KOMO

1000

AM

KING

1090

A,.~

KIRO

700

AM

KCMS

105.3

FM

The follow-

llO

FOLLOWING THE LESSON PLAN
The green sheets are the daily lesson plans with work for
several days on them (see sample, page/~. Working with your
child is as easy as 1, 2, 3 when you use the green sheets. Skill
work for each student will be unique to his or her individual
needs. It is based on test information and reading ability.
All students work on learning vocabulary, learning how to
sound out worda, writing, and oral reading. Assignments need to
be done in order. When the student completes an assignment, the
tutor writes down the number correct and the total attempted,
then makes other comments when necessary.
It is important that the student does good work and learns
as much as he or she can from each assignment rather than trying
to finish a certain number of assignments. Therefore, tutors
should spend the amount of time the student requires to complete
the assignment thoroughly. The next day's lesson will begin
where you left off.
PROCEDURE:
Get the student folder from the box.
Take out the green sheets and find 11 READING LOG. Fill in
Lht1 J1a1ttt, you, 1u,11ntt, 1:111J thtt lldllltt uf tht1 uuulo. tht1 :a1tuJt111t l:ai
reading. He/she will usually select frot11 a book series.
Read the selection for about 10 minutes. If the child read
to you, rate his/her fluency (E. H. or R.). If the book has
been finished, ask him/her the questions at the end of the
story.

Find 12 VOCABULARY WORDS. Have your student read the
vocabulary words. Indicate the fluency, number correct, and
any comments (see page /..Z..). If the student has difficulty,
tell him or her the word and go on. Allow about 5 seconds.
Find 13 SKILL WORK. Look at the assignments and make sure
you have required materials. If something is missing ask a
teacher or aide about it (see page /3).
Tell your student what skill you are working on. Read any
directions and make sure they are understood. THE STUDENT
DOES THE WORK. Correct any errors as they are made and
discuss the error with the student.
Praise the student's hard work and accuracy

(see

page/~).

Record how the student did in the appropriate space on the
Write any comments you feel would be
pertinent ( see page /J).

13 SKILL WORK page.

Review what was studied. For example, say, 'Tell me what the
short 'a' sound says.·
10
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Dismiss your student, then replace the green sheets in the
left hand pocket with the date and names showing.
Give yourself a pat on the back for taking the time to help
a child become a better reader and to feel good about him or
herself.
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COMMON PHONIC RULES FOR VOWELS

1.

Middle Vowel Rule

(CVC - £Onsonant, ~owel, £Onsonant)

single vowel between two consonants is usually
short, i.e., h~t, w~b.

A

2.

"r" Controlled Vowel
When a vowel is followed by an "r", it influences the
sound of the vowel, i.e., c~, horse.

3.

Silent e Rule (CVCe)
single vowel between two consonants and followed by
an "e" is usually long and the "e" is silent, Le, t~e,
cube.

A

4.

Two Vowels Together (CVVC)

When two vowels appear between two consonants in certain
corncinations, the first vowel is usually long and the
second vowel is usually silent. The corncinations that
apply are:
ai
ee
ie
oa
ui

- ay
- ea
- oe
- ue

i.e., feed, t~, h~
5.

Schwa Sound
A non-descript vowel sound approximating a short u
sound is often found in an unaccented syllable, i~e,
~bout, cott£n·
NOTE:

Unfortunately some of our most common words have
had their pronunciation altered since their spelling
was standardized a couple hundred years ago and have
to be learned by memorization, i.e, said, some, does.

14
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SOME VOLUNTEERS ARE WORTH MAKING NOISE OVER!

Volunteer's Name
Thank You For Your Help!

APPENDIX C
Recognition
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Please note: Text and images on pages 178-221 have been redacted due to copyright concerns
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Letters to the editor: 1 •
North Thurston

let parents down
Because my husband and I have seven
children, three of lhem already graduated· from Norlh Thumon lllgh School,
four more hopdully 10 follow, I must
express m;v disappointment In 1hc admln·
Imation m allowlna young 11irls to be
sexually exploited. Al a lime when our
schools a_nd our nadon are struegling to
cducalc our you1h 1ha1 "h's OK to say
no" lo drugs and sex, ii seems mosl
inarpropria1e for North Thurston Hich
School lo focus altenllon throu@h lhe
public display of sons and dance promotina sexual intercourse.
Should lhe innocence of our sweet
young girts be los1 through "down and
dirty" routines such u the dance team
has hem preparing for public exhibition? Even worse, to suggest these youns
girls wear skin•lighl, bra-Jess uniforms
docs nol express freedom, but smacks of
female exploitation in Its lowcsl form.
It saddens me thal the admlnislration
can cxhlbh such poor 1iu1e and bad
judgment. I feel it should be a cause of
great concern amona e.11 parents who en·
trust lhelr chlldrcn lo the school dbtrlct.

i:~; ~ 'ii~~i

.,_,._,_,

lUWU~l~!iJ/

1

V~l~h~J~;;:r~Jr:i,'ii'~\~

1
1
Par~nb
an~iJtt,,1itlo~
J~J:~ci~~c to' ~lsk the ' . ,
to promote • wholesome afu)~phtc In tBlhloplan communlsls to slop starvlnB
which lo prepare our ch'lldren for the ru- ' Bthloplan citizens. Communist E1hlopiWe reccn1ly celebrated Na1lonal Vol ture. II Is surprising and shocklri1 that fn'Jeader1 arc prcvenlln1 rrec food Crom untcCf Weck. On April 18 our communisuch an excellent school system has al- · belng dlslrlbu1cd to starving Ethiopians.
ty losl a very sp,e dal volunteer, Alfred
lowed and Is fostering somcthin1 so delWhy do we have 10 read an out-or- Peteucn. Alfred had been a reading volrimen1al lo the emotional growth or our towq newspaper lo learn what commu- untccr for the last 11 years at Mkhad T.
young sirls. Is thb no1 a Corm or child nls1s arc doing In Arghanlstan and Simmons l!lementary School.
abuse by those we entrust our children Ethiopia?
When Al retired Crom 30 years wilh
with?
·
Fr1ncl1 Heitzmann/Olympia the postal service, rather lhan sluing
The students did not prepare this rou- Al
h I
back he decided 10 dedicate his time to
tine! It ~as chosen an~ prerared by
CO O ICS Can Change
help children. He arrived once a week
a~ulls. This Is not a qucsuon o studcnls
The Olymplan's editori-al perpetuated failhfolly to work whh his s1udcn1s.
rights! The Instructor and the girls pos- the sorry excuse thal alcoholism is an illAl was patient and encouraging when
sess the lalcnts necessary to develop an ness 1ha1 is outside the control ol the learning
wu a strunle and shared lhe
award-winning r9utlnc . Their energies abuser. Ju.st when therapists arc finally enthusiasm
I child met with sucshould be devoted 10 preparing a wh~lc· advt.sing ramlUcs 10 confront their drink· cess. Al was when
a quiet man wilh a bis beau
some and uplifting rouunc, -one which er, you arc oHcrlng 1he drinko:r the myth and we all miss
him terribly. He has enstudents, parents and the entire commu· lhat alcoholism Is 1hrust upon him/her riched the lives of
the many children he
nlty can be proud of.
.
by some obscure genetic predisposition, worked with.
Mary Jo Blume/Olympia thereby validating his/her irrcsponslbtc'
Alfred Petersen is a perfect example
F OUn d repor t e I 88W h ere behavior.
U I am allergic 10 some1hina I lnges-t, I of the type of senior citizens llvln1 In our
A few days ago I had an opportunity learn very quickly not to continue to. community. The senior volunteers are an
lo read part or a Tacoma newspaper. I make myself (eel badly by doing it. The extremely valuable part of our communienjoyed an article reporting • President _alcoholic n.eeds to learn 1ha1 responsible ty who help make this area a wonderful
place to live. Three cheer& for · Alfred
Reagan speech concerning the need for rcspon~ and action.
continued rrec-world pressure io con- . o·\lf hlghicourt did act responsibly ihdl Perencn and all our senior volunteers.
, We love you II
• · •;l,•,i
vlnce Oorb~ch,t"'. 10,p~II O:U! .~f,Afghanl- '. '.so tl}olfld_your editorial.group to end
'. ~ ~;
stan.
.,; •, ·
,1;,,..r,,.
· ··· ,. :c'altY tale. • 1 '
1
Cryilal·Herberl /Olympia
Presl~cnt tlcagnn alio h tryl~g to keep
Jeah Safatrom/Olympla ;
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BULLETIN BOARD I~EA
Carol
ErKen·5~
Diann
Kramer
Reading Lab., Billings, Mont.

Washington

School

This bulletin board was used during Christmas.
We made
,:a.n,jy canes out c,f felt. On the holly leaves we place,j the
tu tor·s name. We 1Jse,j the gold 91 it ter
that
i ·=- 1J·;;e,j for
writing ,:in T-·5hirts, thi·5 c .an be obtained .at .;.. J,:,,:al ,:r.aft
store.
The lettering for
the brJ l 1 et in bo-::1.r,:j vJas don-:- in
alternating red and 1A1hite 1A1or·ds with the ~'-'·~rds "Chri·;;tma·;;
Candy" made in a red and white candy cane pattern.
1,-Jhen we were done 1A1ith the b1Jlletin board.
The ,:andy
canes were
then
made
into
kitchen
magnets,
by
placing
magnets on the bacK of the candy canes.
We then ga•Je them
to our
tutors as a
Christmas appreciation gift at
our
Christmas Open House.
These could also be used for students.
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Materials:
unbleached muslin
stencil design (can be obtained at a craft shop)
stencil paint
stencil paint brushes (one for each color)
cotton batting
thin ribbon
hot glue gun and glue sticks
Procedure:
Trace heart shape on wrong side of material
Lay two pieces of material together (right sides together)
and sew on traced lines
Leave an opening (at least one inch) so heart can be turned
and stuffed
Cut out heart leaving a seam allowance oft"
Turn right sides out
Press so they lay flat
Apply stencil design
Hot glue little ribbon loop on top of heart
stuff with batting (and some sachet if you like)
Sew opening with hidden stitch

223

HOSTS Christmas Decoration
materials needed:
-18 count Alda cloth
-red and green floss
-red and green felt
-red and green 1/16" ribbon
-gold baby metallic rick-rack
-•wonder-under• fusible material
·
(found in fabric stores>
Foll~w dlrections below for green ornament and directions In C ) for red
ornament.
-Using 2 strands of floss, x-stltch HOSTS In red Cgreen> and the heart In
green (red>.
~Using 1 strand of floes, backstitch the date In red (green>.
-Back alda cloth wlth •wonder-under•.
-Cut out a heart shape to accomodate stitching.
-Iron-on heart shape to green Cred) felt, Inserting 1/16' ribbon between
heart and felt for hanger at top.
-Glue baby rlck-rack over edges of heart shape, covering raw edges on
alda cloth,
-cut around heart shape with pinking shears, leaving 1/4" edge of felt
around heart.
wwwWe made heart ornaments out of coordinating rP-d and green and decorated the
Christmas tree In our Lab. Each tutor chose an ornament to take home the last
day of HOSTS before vacation.

Orchard HOSTS Lab
Bl 11 lngs, HT
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MATERIALS:
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pine cones
craft ribbon
silk leaves
hot glue gun and glue sticks
gold me~allic craft thread
PROCEDURE:

collect pine cones
make bows from ribbon (we used florists' ribbon)
glue leaf on the top of the pine cone
glue bow on top of leaf
loop thread through bow and tie
We made these as tokens of our appreciation for our tutors

APPENDIX D
Cover Letter and
Questionnaire
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Dear Director,
For
my
Master's
in
Education · Degree
from
Central
Washington University , I'm attempting to collect some of the best ideas
for recr•J.iting, training and giving recognition to our school volunteers.
I'm currently supervising HOSTS volunteer reading program
at Prosser Heights Elementary School in Prosser, WA .
This program
provides each student witll his/her own tutor for thirt'.I min.utes a day for
four days a week.
If your school district provides a tutoring program using
c:ommunit.., volunteers or peer tutors in the elementary or middle school
level, would you please forward this questionnaire to the person in
charge?
I will send a summary of the results of this questionnaire
to you .
Thank you for your help in completing this questionnaire. Your
information will be kept confidential..
Please return this questionnaire by
Ma.., 15th. Thank you!

Sincerely,

Emilee Solomon
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Wh.;it is ·~oJ•J.r p,:>sition in the s,:hool district?
2.

H,:>•J.• •JJ01.,.l,:l ':IO•J. r.;itl:! yo,.1.r <Joluntl:!l:!r progra,n?
(circle n•.1.mbl:!r'.•
l. IJERY P01JR
-4 . r·IORE THAN ADEQUATE
2. LE% THAN ADEQUATE
5. E;-<CELLENT
-~- ADEGllJATE

3.

Wh.;,t t':IPI:! of school volunteer tut,Jring pr,:igr.am ,j,:, •:,10•.J. ha1,1e?
GRADE LEVEL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SUBJECTS TUTORED _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
MINUTES
NUMBEF:
NUM:BER
NUMBER

THE AVERAGE STUDENT IS TUTORED PER WEE K _______ _
OF STUDE~lTS S'ERUED ______ _
OF STUDEHT TUTORS _ _ _ _ _ _
OF lJOLIJNTEER TUTORS _ _ _ _ _

tr,.,

4

Please n•.1.rnbi:r the methods ,:,f re,:r1.litment that •:1•:>•.J. have u,;:ed , in
order of effectiveness. ( 1 being the most effectiv.: method of
!"l:!Cr•.1.itment)
___ NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
- - - TV ANNOUNCEMENTS
_ _ _ RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS
_ _ _ POSTERS OR SIGNS IN I:USIHESS OR PUBLIC BUILDINGS
_ _ _ P.T.A.
___ SCHOOL OF: DISTRICT NEWSLETTERS
___ PRESENTATIONS TO CIVIC OR CHURCH OR13AHIZATI0NS
_ _ _ LEAFLETS
_ _ _ PHONING 1)R PERSONAL CONTACTS
Please list other effective ways that \:IOU"ve found to recruit

~.

Please number these methods f ,:,r tr.3ining v•:>lu.nteer tu. tors . (number
1 as being ':lour best method of tr.iining volunteers)
_ _ _ l!IDEO TAPES
_ _ _ OBSERVATION
___ CASSETTES
___ ON-GOING (SUPERVISOR AUAILA.BL£
_ _ _ WORKSHOPS
AS NEEDED)
_ _ _ NEWSLETTERS
- - - TUTOR HAND:BOOKS
_ _ _ ONE-01-H)NE INSTRUCTION
F·lease list other methods that \:IOU've four,d to be effective ir, trainin·:;
school 1,1olunt.e-er tutor's.
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6.

Ho•JJ ,j,J
tutor~?

:show ,appr,tciation .and give recognition t,, ',!O•J.r volunteer
(check the methods you us.a )

',l•J•..1

___ NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
___ SCHOOL OR DISTRICT NEWSLETTERS
___ RADIO OR TU
___ ASSEMBLY
___ CERTIFICATES, GIFTS, PIHS , RIBBONS
___ PICNIC, DINNER, PARTY, OPEN HOUSE
___ SCHOOL FUNCTIONS
___ CIUIC FUNCTIONS
___ COMMUNICATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS

Would ·~ou like • summ.ary of the res•..11 ts ,:if this o:i•J.oistionnaire '?
-r--YES
_ _ _ NO

